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GAME TWO UNKIND 
SOFBALL VS. CAMELS SAVINGS GALORE April's coupon booklet has arrived . 
-SEE INSIDE 
HATTERS GET SERVED 
TENNIS TAKES STETSON 
- SEE SPORTS, AS - SEE SPORTS, AS 
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Parking Services sounds off about students' misconceptions 
VANESSA FERNANDEZ 
Staff Writer 
Every semester, students always 
have something to say about park-
ing on campus. From the endless 
search for the perfect spot to fight-
ing parking citations or even want-
ing to lower the rnce of parking 
permits, students are forever grip-
ing about the UCF Parking Ser-
vices. 
However, sometimes students . 
easily forget how useful this service 
really is. 
"Can you imagine what parking 
would be like at UCF with no 
enforcement?" asks John Clark, the 
assistant director of Parking and 
Transportation and manager of 
UCF Parking Services. 
According to Clark, students 
tend to forget the positive things 
!hat UCF Parking Services has to 
offer. It used to be that studerits 
would have to go to the Parking 
Services office and wait in line for 
everything. Now students have the 
luxury of registering for their park-
ing permits,· paying their citations 
and filing for an appeal for their 
citations all online. 
Another great benefit to stu-
dents are the shuttles that are avail-
able to students in off campus and 
affiliated UCF housing. "Since we 
added the shuttle system on Jan. 2, 
2002, the parking demand has 
decreased tremendously," Clark 
said. "Our shuttles take about 6,000 
students a day, to and from campus. 
We are keeping 35,000 to 40,000 
automobiles off the campus every 
day by simply providing the shuttle 
system." 
Rumors concerning parking 
PLEASE SEE 1,600 ON A6 
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UCF Parking Services 
routinely patrols 
. .,campus parking lots 
for student cars 
parked in the wrong 
lots, as well as f ' vehicle~ without 
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MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
pr9per decals. UCF 
. requires that all cars 
parked on campus 
have a parking 
permit of some kind. 
CALLING ALL FEMALES Student leaders get 
recipes for success 
Hawaiian-themed summit gives organizations 
Jeadership tips amid fun, informal atmosphere · 
MARK JUSTICE 
Staff Writer 
Student leaders from dozens of 
UCF organizations crowed into the 
Key West Ballroom on Saturday for a 
summit covering diverse topics on 
leadership styles in the professional 
world. 
For the first time, the annual 
North Star Summit was hosted by 
the Knights of the Round Table, an 
advisory council that serves as an 
educational resource for UCF's stu-
dent organizations. 
This year's event featured a Gilli-
gan's Island theme, and drew more 
than double the number of partici-
pants the summit has seen in the 
past. Tiffany Quail, a member of 
KORT and the chief organizer of the 
2005 North Star Summit, was excited 
to see the event she had been plan-
ning since January of this year affect 
so many students. 
Students in attendance sat anx-
iously awaiting the start of the morn-
ing's activities, representing 'leader-
ship programs at UCF from the 
Greek Community to the Ballroom 
Dancing Club. 
Director· of Student ,Leadership 
Programs, Dr. William Faulkner, 
began the morning with a workshop 
on leadership styles. Here, students 
learned about their own individual 
leadership styles and how to work 
with other styles commonly encoun-
tered in life. 
Afterward, students had their 
choice of attending a number of 
other workshops, covering a slew of 
topics including student organiza-
tion funding, event planning and the 
"FISH" Philosophy qf Leadership, 
which is based on four principles -
choose an attitude, make a day, be 
present and play - to improve life's 
enjoyment. 
At a workshop on the import~e 
of being a student leader, Assistant 
Director of the LEAD Scholars pro-
gram, Stacey Laze,nby, spoke on the 
benefits these positions can bring to 
a students life. Among them, she 
cited the higher grades enjoyed by 
PLEASE SEE VALUABLE ON A2 
Stadium continues to 
plague SGA Senate 
• MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Andrea Wesser sits on an all-terrain wheelchair she helped design for her senior thesis project that could benefit children injured by land mines in Afghanistan. 
Rollin' past opposition 
Engineering student encourages women to join male-dominated field 
"NASEEM SOWTI 
Senior Staff Writer ' 
Andrea Wesser is on a mission. As 
a doctoral student in the Coll~ge. of 
Engineering and Computer Science, 
she is encouraging young girls to 'con-
sider math and engineering as future 
careers. 
Wesser's ignorance of engineering · 
in high·school led her to reach out to 
students from kindergarten to high 
school to tell them about engineering The script didn't get far, but in 
in a unique way - movies. . response Disney sent her a brochure 
She didn't always dream of being explaining what Imagineering was -
an engineer though. Wesser, 23, didn't the master planning, design. ,engineer-
take any physics or calculus classes at ing and research and development 
Flagler Palm Coast High School and arm of The Walt Disney Co. 
"didn't even know what engineering After studying the brochure and 
was." But she knew she wanted to poking' around for additional informa-
become a Disney Imagineer. So she · tion, Wesser realized becoming an 
focused on film studies in high school, engineer was the surest way to 
and even submitted a script to D~ney 
Imagineering. PLEASE SEE WESSER ON A3 
Senators concerned 
proposed on-campus 
football home not 
worth the price tag 
KATE HOWELL' 
Senior Staff Writer 
New and old resolutions were the 
·· main order of business at the Senate 
meeting Thursday, with the most 
contentious resolution supporting 
the administration's pursuit of an on-
campus stadium. 
Resolution 37-15 pledges "general 
support" for construction of an on-
campus stadium, said Pro Tempore 
Mark White, who introduced it. The 
resolution cites gaining national 
recognition, exposure and fostering 
"pride and tradition" as reasons 
behind building an,on-campus stadi-
um. . 
The resolution was met with 
Juniorachieversinvadecollegescene 
University plays host to hundred.s of students interested in higher education 
RACHEL HATZIPANAGOS 
Contributing Writer . 
More than 300 middle school 
students visited UCF on Friday 
as part of an achievement pro-
gram designed to encourage stu-
dents to attend college. 
"The most important part is 
investing in yourself," said UCF 
men's basketball Coach Kirk 
Speraw, a guest speaker at the 
event. "Educate yourself. Learn 
to read well, learn to write well. 
Take advantage of what the 
world offers you." 
Library, Reflecting Pond and the 
student art exhibition in the 
V1Sual Arts Building. 
taught a series of workshops 
before the event. They focused 
on the consequences of drop-
ping out of school. 
opposition by Senate leaders. 
"I am opposed to the building of 
this football stadium," Sen. Matt 
De Vlieger said. His concern is that 
the needs of students, the environ-
ment and local community sur-
rounding UCF will suffer if a stadi-
um is built. 
He said building a stadium will 
disrupt the natural habitats of ani- . 
mals. 
Sen. Christopher Shon was con-
cerned about the financial plausibili-
ty of a stadium. "It's a stadium that's 
going to be used six· times a year," he 
said. "Thatls not even monetarily 
responsible." 
The resolution touches on these 
concerns, stipulating that the stadi-
um be built with "a great concern for 
the sensitive environment surround-
ing it and its impact on the local 
community," that no student funds 
are used and athletic fees are not 
increased as a result of the stadium. 
"I think the majority of the stu-
PLEASE SEE FACULTY ON A2 
The Junior Achievement Pro-
gram, in collaboration with 
Orlando middle schools, urges 
students to work harder and aim 
higher in school. 
To prepare for college life, the 
students attended presentations 
at the Student Academic 
Resource Center about setting 
goals. They also toured the 
After seeing UCF's student 
art exhibition, middle school stu-
dent Channa Garco said: "I ·like 
to draw; I'd like to become an 
artist. I like how they brought the 
figures together. If I came to this 
college, I'd want to meet the 
artists." 
To ,further enhance the chil-
dren's potential, UCF students 
Katie Troutman, a· UCF stu-
dent, said the experience was 
great. "They taught me as I 
taught them," she said. "The way 
they look at life is amazing. It's 
important for them to have a 
positive outlook." 
PLEASE SEE PROGRAM ON AS 
COURTESY OF DOREEN OVERSTREET 
Carver Middle School students hang with (leffto right) UCF sophomore Brandie Hollinger, 
Richard La~chick of Devos Sports Business Mgt., Or. Fritz Polite and Jacob Widerschein. 
Around Campus 
News and notices for 
the UCF community 
Care mail 
The LEAD Scholars and 
Greek Affairs have teamed up 
to· host "Packaging for Patri-
ots," an event to assemble care 
packages and wi:-iter letters 
thanking U.S. troops. 
It begins from 1 p.m. to 4 
p.m. today at Lake Claire 
Recreational Area 
For more information, e-
mail Lauren at 
lauren1387@hotmail.com or 
call 407-766-4314. 
Open discussion 
UCF President John Hitt 
will host an open forum for stu-
0.ents from 11:30 am. to 1 p.m. 
tomorrow in the Student 
Union Key West 218AB. 
Other administrators will be 
on hand to hear comments and 
answer questions. 
Harry Potter interaction 
Sigma Tau Delta presents 
"Beyond the Veil," an interac-
tive lecture of J.K Rowling's 
Harry Potter Series from 7 p.m. 
to 10 p.m. tomorrow in the 
Visual Arts Building Room 132. 
For more information, e-
mail Jennifer Flynn at mysti-
ca2ll@yahoo.com. 
Book reading 
Susan Hubbard, associate 
professor of English at UCF, 
and Steve Cushman, UCF 
alumnus, will read from their 
I\ew books at 4:30 p.m. 
Wednesday in the Student 
Union Key West Room. 
The reading is free to all. 
For more information, con-
tact Susan Hubbard at 407-823-
3543. 
Just acting 
Project Spotlight and UCF 
Conservatory Theatre present 
the second annual One Act 
Festival at 7 p.m. Thursday, Fri-
day, Saturday and Sunday in 
the UCF Theatre black box 
Stage·2. 
For more information, e-
mail Tiffany Ford at star-
ringtiffanyford@yahoo.com. 
Internship time 
A Business Internship/ 
Career Expo for business 
majors begins from 10 a.m. to 1 
p.m. Thursday in the Student 
Union Key West Room. 
Professional dress required 
and bring plenty resumes. 
Twinkle little star 
Symphony Under the Stars 
will perform at 7 p.m. Thurs-
day at the Reflecting Pond. 
The concert is free and 
open to the public. 
Jazzin' it up 
Jazz legend Sam Rivers and 
his big band, the Rivbea 
Orchestra, will perform a 
world-premiere "double big 
band" at 8 p.m. Friday in the 
Visual Arts Building Auditori-
um. 
For more information, con-
tact Rupert at 407-823-5411 ore-
mail jrupert@pegasus.cc.ucf. 
edu. 
Let us know 
The Future wants to hear 
from you! If you have a club, 
organization or event and want 
your information to be consid-
ered for the Around Campus . 
column, send a fax to 407-447-
4556 or an e-mail to 
editor@ucfnews.com. Dead-
lines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the 
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m. 
Friday for the Monday edition. 
Spring practice nears end Nation & World Keep current with headlines 
you may have missed 
O'Leary content 
as improvements 
continue on both 
sides of the ball 
ASHLEY BURNS 
Managing Editor 
UCF football has been run-
ning hard this spring. The 
Knights have been running to 
escape last season's woes and 
running to make a strong . 
i.J;npact in their first season in 
Conference USA.this season. 
UCF Coach George O'Leary 
doesn't like to dwell in the past 
and believes the positive 
aspects of the past month of 
spring practice will far out-
weigh the negatives oflast sea-
son's 0-11 finish. O'Leary sees 
spring practice as a chance for 
his young players to get some 
more experience under their 
belts and for everyone to forget 
. that they had the worst record 
in NCAA Division 1-A football 
only four months ago. 
"I love spring practice," 
O'Leary said. "You go out and 
the only pressure is getting bet-
ter. It's evaluation and you have 
a chance to look at different 
guys at different positions and 
not be pressed into getting 
ready for a game. I thiilk it's 
been a pretty good spring prac-
tice so far." 
Getting better is something 
everyone is hoping to achieve 
and the Knights only have one 
week left of 'spring practice to 
make any final improvements 
before the team goes into hia-
tus until summer preseason 
practice. Some of the prime 
improvements the team is hop-
ing for are on the offensive side 
of the ball as last year's starters 
were comprised mostly of 
underclassmen, with the 
exceptions of departed players 
Alex Haynes and Tavaris 
BRANDON HELWIG I UCFSPORTS.COM 
Quarterback Steven Moffett has grown· in Coach George O'Leary's eyes and will likely enterthe 2005 season in the starting role. 
Capers. 
The loss of Capers certainly 
won't improve the offense, 
however left in his wake are a 
crop of young receivers trying 
to gain as much experience as 
theiy can in these few weeks of 
spring football. Perhaps the 
most impressive performances 
of offensive football in the 
practices have been from 
receiver Mike Walker and 
quarterback Steven Moffett. 
Moffett's impressive play 
comes as sort of a breath of 
fresh air, as the then-sopho-
more signal-caller was shaky in 
the starting role last season arid 
found himself in weekly com-
petition with Kyle Israel for the 
first string gig. Unfortunately, 
Israel's chance to compete for 
the role again has taken a liter-
ally damaging hit as he was 
injured in practice Saturday. 
O'Leary originally stated that 
he would name a starting quar-
terback before next Saturday's 
spring practice conclu5ion and 
Moffett more than likely has 
the job sealed depending on 
Israel's ability to bounce back. 
"I think Steven Moffett has 
really grown up," O'Leary said. 
"I'm very pleased with him. 
There's a fieldmanship that 
quarterbacks have to have and 
sometimes' the light goes on. I 
like to see him to show a sense 
of urgency out there. That's 
something I never saw all last 
year. I think he's only going to 
get better because of it. I think 
he's starting to take a lot more 
charge out there. Obviously he 
has talent and I think the big 
thing is now making sure that 
he eliminates the mental mis-
takes." 
Dontavius Wilcox and the 
running backs have all shown 
equal improvement and are 
actively competing for the 
starting job come September, 
however a committee 
approach probably won't be 
ruled out of O'Leary and offen-
sive coordinator Tim Salem's 
offensive scheme. 
The team's defense has 
been coming on strong in the 
past few practices and will look 
to improve upon its inexperi-
ence last season. Last year's 
complete defensive line is 
returning, led by senior defen-
sive end Paul Carrington who 
had his best season of his 
three-year career last year. 
Along the ranks of past stand-
PLEASE SEE RUNNING ON AS 
Cardinals begin period of silence 
and prayer to choose new Pope· 
VATICAN CITY - Cardi-
nals began "an intense period • 
of silence and prayer" before 
their conclave to choose the 
next pope, saying Saturday 
they would stop speaking 
publicly to protect the strict 
secrecy surrounding the cen~ 
turies-old tradition. 
The unanimous vote Sat-
urday by 130 cardinals to 
maintain public silence about 
John Paul's successor was 
unprecedented. But in an era 
of continuous news updates 
and constant speculation, Vat-
ican spokesman Joaquin 
Navarro-Valls called the 
media ban an "act ofresponsi-
bility." 
He asked journalists not to 
ask the cardinals for inter-
views and, said they should 
not take the prelates' silence 
as an act of "discourtesy." 
Prince Charles and Camilla 
Bowles end affair with marriage 
WINDSOR, England -
Prince Charles and Camilla 
Parker Bowles wed in a mod-
- est town hall ceremony Satur-
day with the blessing of the 
queen and the Church of Eng-
land, sealing a tangled love 
affair ignited at a polo match 
more.than30 years ago. 
Once married, the royals 
knelt beneath the towering 
Gothic arches of St. George's 
Chapel in Windsor Castle, 
nervously pledging their 
undying love and confessing 
their "sins and wickedness" 
- a phrase from the Church 
of England's Book of Com-
mon Prayer - as their vows 
were blessed by Archbishop 
of Canterbury Rowan 
Williams. 
Faculty calendar changes also on table 
Despite years of public and 
media criticism, even ridicule, 
Charles and Camilla's shared, 
affection appeared to finally 
to have won them a measure 
of acceptance from the British 
public, many of whom 
blamed their relationship for 
poisoning Charles' marriage 
to Britain's beloved Princess 
Diana 
FROM Al 
dents are in favor of this stadi-
um," Sen. Keith Rea said. He 
would have liked to add a stip-
ulation that, when possible, 
allows students to have direct 
involvement j.n all phases of 
the stadium's construction. 
While Senate resolutions 
have no legal binding, they 
often have impact on other 
governing bodies. Recently, 
the Sterling Committee in the 
Faculty Senate decided to add 
the book-order deadline for 
the UCF bookstore to the fac-
ulty calendar. A move White 
credits to a resolution passed 
in February calling for faculty 
adherence to the deadline 
which should result in more 
used books. 
· "That's really awesome," 
White said. "I think you guys 
are going to see a lot more 
used books.'' 
Thanking the Senate for its 
support and praising his team, 
UCF men's basketball Coach 
Kirk Speraw made an appear-
ance at Thursday's meeting. 
"I'm certainly proud of 
these young men," he said. 
"They've done an excellent 
job representing y0ur univer-
sity." 
Speraw accepted a congrat-
ulatory resolution presented · 
to him by Speaker Nick 
Merolle. 
The date for the Senate to 
approve tlie Activity and Ser-
vice Fee budget was tentative-
ly decided by resolution 37-19. 
Pending a successful third 
reading, the budget will be dis-1 • 
cussed at 5 p.m. on April 21. 
There will be a 20-minute 
open forum and each student 
will be given one minute to 
spe~. 
Iraq's first president takes office 
two years after Baghdad's fall 
BAGHDAD, Iraq 
Cementing Iraq's first demo-
cratic government in 50 years, 
one of Saddam Hussein's 
most implacable · enemies, 
took his oath as president 
Thl.trsday and quickly named 
another longtime foe of the 
ousted dictator to the power-
ful post of prime minister. 
Valuable skills help new groups grow 
The new government's 
main task will be to draft a 
permanent constitution and 
lay the groundwork for elec-
tions in December, although 
some worry that the . two 
months of political wrangling 
taken up in forming the lead-
ership hasn't left enough time. 
FROM Al" 
student leaders, developing a 
sense of purpose and acquir-
ing skills that can help one 
transition into a career he or 
she enjoys. 
The valuable information 
presented by Lazenby and 
others, coupled. with the infor-
mal atmosphere of palm trees 
and Hawaiian leis made great 
strides to achieve what Quail 
envisioned as an atmosphere 
of "fun over formal." 
Quail also stressed that the 
event was just as much about 
new organizations as it was 
established groups, pointing 
out that KORT itself is a rela-
tively new organization at 
UCF. 
One student representing 
another new organization was 
Lauren Frazer, who attended 
the summit in her role as a 
fou.nder of Military Affiliated 
Family in Alliance. 
The group was started by 
Frazer and several other stu-
dents in their LEAD Scholars· 
class last semester, and sever-
al members were on hand at 
the summit to help further the 
cause that means so much to 
them. 
"I came for MAFIA, to 
learn skills that will help out 
with event planning," Frazer 
said. She praised the event as 
''very helpful, entertaining and 
not repetitive." Frazer further 
stressed that, above all, it was 
fun. 
While the summit was 
largely about offering leader-
ship training to interested stu-
dents and organizations, 
Quail also viewed it as an 
opportunity to benefit KORT. 
Quail described the event 
as an absolute success, and 
hopes that it helped to "get the 
KORT name out there" and 
set the stage for similarly suc-
cessful events in the future., 
The swearing-in ceremony 
came just two days short of 
the second anniversary of 
Baghdad's fall to U.S.-led 
forces and underlined the 
growing power and coopera-
tion of the Shiite Arab majori-
ty and Kurdish minority -
groups that were long 
oppressed by Saddam's 
' 
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Brand New Office! 
Dr. Tiffany Taylor, 
fonnerly located on UCF Campus 
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BOATING FOR BOOKS 
. CHARLIE BENTON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
More than 600 engineering students took to the Reflecting Pond Friday to compete in the annual "Great Naval Orange Race," in which teams 
compete for a top prize of textbook scholarships by racing self-made miniature boats once around the pond while· picking up floating oranges. 
Freshman Ryan Staffeld, above, led his five-man all-freshman tea.m's boat,"Hopeless," to a 2:57 second finish on its second run . 
• 
Wesser currently working on 
study to develop skin sensors 
FROM Al 
achieve her dream. · 
She then chose to major in 
mechanical eng4ieering at 
UCF, which was close to her 
beloved Walt Disney World, 
and in December of last year 
she graduated from the Burnett 
Honors College with a bache-
lor's degree in mechanical engi-
neering. A few months after 
graduation she was chosen to 
be on USA Today's Top 40 All-
American College Academic 
Team for research in and dedi-
cation to engineering. ' 
Wesser is building on an 
impressive list of achievements. 
'She is currently working on a 
two-year fellowship funded by 
the National Science Founda-. 
tion to develop skin sensors, 
and was one of three finalists in 
the American Society of Micro · 
Engineering's International 
Senior Fluid Project Design 
Report Competition. The sen-
ior project she worked on - a 
new all-terrain wheelchair 
design - features a steering 
component designed by fellow 
student Norm Holt that has the 
potential to be patented. 
· "We realized that there is no 
wheelchair for an all-field ter-
rain," Wesser said. "So we want-
ed to design something afford-
able for children who had lost 
their limbs to land mines in 
Afghanistan, where there are 
places with no cement or 
asphalt." 
David Conway, her senior 
design coordinator, said, "She is 
one of the few students who 
has really impressed me." He 
added, "She is a can-do person 
and is very dynamic and ener-
getic." 
Dynamic she. is. When 
Wesser talks about engineering, 
it is hard to resist the urge to 
pick up a course or two in the 
field. To her, all the math and 
calculus reqtiirements are just a 
"hump" that the students need 
to get over. 
"If you stick it out, it's amaz-
. ing what you do with [your 
degree] afterwards," she said. 
Getting that word out to oth-
ers - particularly girls -
· became a passion and a priority 
for her. It's a goal she shares 
with educators in the field. 
"I'd like tO see the number 
[of women in engineering] 
increase, and Andrea is an 
avenue toward increasing that," 
ID Required 
FRIDAY AND 
SATURDAY 
uve 
Emenalnment 
Call for Info 
~~MO~;····· ~-1'AVERN­
WEDNESDAYS 
Open Mic Night 
with Ramez 
THURSDAYS 
Karaoke 
SUNDAY 
Blues Jam, 5 -9 p.m. 
~~~-No cover.__~~ 
SMOKERS WELCOME 
CLASS A PLACE 
401-211-1665 
~V. 2727 East Colonial Driv • Orlando, Plorida 
(At 408 & E. Colonial) 
Ranganathan Kumar, chairman 
of the Mechanical, Material and 
Aerospace Engineering Depart-
ment, said. 
Women are still a minority 
in the field. At UCF, only 10 per-
cent of· engineering students 
are women. 
Kumar added, Female stu-
dents in engineering are more 
enthusiastic and motivated., and 
they raise the level of competi-
tion in the classrooms. 
Wesser herself believes the 
best results are achieved "when 
both genders are present in a 
project." She added, "the best 
workforce and the best team is 
50-50 and [the current distribu-
tion] is grossly not 50-50." 
With an eye toward achiev-
. ing that balance, Wesser and 
her peers in the Society of 
Women Engineers - SWE -
decided four years ago to 
actively reach out to their fel-
low females. In order to do this, 
they have produced two educa-
tional movies about engineer-
irig, with a third one due out by 
the end of this semester. 
While Wesser writes and 
sings the songs, writes the 
scripts and direc;ts the movies, 
other members of the organiza-
tion act, dance and speak. Other 
students tape the shows, work 
on the audio and create DVD 
jackets. 
The movies are entirely 
staffed by students and are 
made with minim;;i.l budget, 
sometimes from the students' 
own pocket. Although Wesser 
· spends months creating the 
plots and scripts, the past two 
movies have been taped in one 
day. 
After completion, the 
movies are shown in different 
schools during outreach pro-
grams that SWE arrange~. 
Wesser believes movies 
should target younger atidi-
ences; hence her movies are 
filled yvith pop-culture-like 
' icons that a middle-schooler 
can easily relate to. For 
instance, in their first movie, 
the group poked fun at Britney 
Spears' sohgs, as performed by 
a character named Britney 
Gears. 
to become engineers. 
Shannon Statham, · senior 
aerospace engineering major, 
played the role of Britney 
Gears. She did so wearing a tiny 
· top and miniskirt and moving 
with Britney-like dance moves, 
but "the intent was lo help kids 
relate," she said. 
Another goal of the group 
was to show young girls that 
engineering is not as boring as 
it has been stereotyped. "There 
is so much creativity involved 
in engineering," Wesser said. 
. Statham echoes Wesser's 
enthusiasm, and agrees there's 
a need to pitch engineering's 
appeal to women. 
"The first thing people told 
·me when I wanted to major in 
engineering was that it was 
'male-dominated,' but it never 
intimidated me." She admits 
she "was oyerwhelmed by the 
male population, but never 
thought that I couldn't do it." 
She added, "You are always 
going to face challenges, but if 
you want to do something, , 
nothing should stop you." 
"If you feel intimidated and 
if you do overcome it, it's going 
to be that much more glorious,'' 
Statham added. 
Although Wesser gets excit-
ed talking about her movies, 
she does not aspire to become 
an Imagineer anymore. During 
her undergraduate studies she 
discovered microengineering, 
and is now gearing her doctoral 
work toward that field. She 
hopes to eventually open a 
microengineering company, 
·make "billions and billions of 
dollars" and use her money and 
knowledge to excavate ancient 
archeological sites. , 
But for now, she and SWE 
are in the process of completing 
their third movie. titled The 
Ampies (instead of the Emmys), 
in which Britney Gears will 
have a guest appearance. 
Among the performers will be 
Arithmetic Franklin singing 
"Chain Rule,'' Billy Crystallog-
raphy, X-Ray Charles singing 
"Hit the Copper Rack" and 
Faris Hilton with her "magnetic 
personality." 
"I think the key to my suc-
cess is the fact that I have 
extremely supportive parents 
and I am · pretty optimistic 
about things,'~ Wesser said as 
she carefully stepped over a 
pile of nuts and bolts in her 
The film's Britney and her 
dancing crew sing modified 
Spears songs such as "I'm a 
Slave," which has been changed 
to 'Tm in SWEeeeee." With 
carefully written lyrics, the 
songs then advise viewers how · high-heel shoes. 
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Higher Education· 
What's in the news at 
colleges around the country 
Student found in trash bin says · 
he has no memory of event 
MAGNOLIA, Ark. - A 
Southern Arkansas Univer-
sity student found uncon-
.scious in a trash bin 2 1/2 
weeks ago s:!ys he has no 
memory of how he got there 
but that details are slowly 
coming back to him. 
Leslie Wade Foreman Jr., 
20, was found March 22 in a 
large metal trash bin, dehy-
drated and unresponsive. 
Pedro Hernandez, driver of 
a waste-collection truck that 
was emptying bins, made 
the discovery when he got 
out of his truck to remove a 
swing set from the bin in 
which Foreman lay. 
Police say they also have 
no idea how Foreman ended 
up in the bin, but have no 
reason to SU!?pect foul play. 
Racism controversy on 
Colorado State campus grows 
PUEBLO, Colo. - A Col-
orado State University pro-
fessor who was accused of 
belittling Mexican· immi-
grants in class says another 
professor is urging physical 
violence against him. 
Lawyer Robert · Corry, 
representing anthropology 
professor Dan Forsyth, said 
another CSU-Pueblo pro-
fessor sent an e-mail to fac-
ulty and students this week 
predicting that violence will 
occur because the universi-
ty cleared Forsyth of making 
derogatory comments dur-
ing a March 3 lecture. 
Corry said Forsyth and 
his wife have received 
anonymous threatening 
phone calls. He sent a letter 
to university President Ron 
Applbaum asking that the 
threats be investigated. 
David Sandoval, the pro-
fessor who sent the e-mail 
about Forsyth, denied that 
he encouraged violence 
against anyone. 
Student charged in abduction 
given mentaf health test 
ATHENS, Ohio - An 
Ohio University student 
accused of forcing his room-
mate to drive hundreds of 
miles around the state has 
been sent to a mental health 
center for evaluation, coun-
ty Prosecutor C. David War-
ren said. 
Ryan -Salim, 25, of Win-
tersville, was arrested Tues-
day with two hidden, loaded 
• guns in the main library at 
the school, about 65 miles 
southeast of Columbus, 
police said. He was charged 
with abduction and two 
counts of carrying a con-
cealed weapon. He did not 
have a gun permit. 
Rick Colosimo said his 
roommate was acting nerv-
ous and paranoid Monday 
morning. Salim forced 
Colosimo to leave campus 
about 1 p.m. Monday and to 
drive for 17 hours. 
Several of Salim's 
acquaintances told police he 
regularly carried a .handgun 
in a ~houlder holster around 
Athens. 
Duke decides to alter $500,000 
mass iPod giveaway rules 
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) -
An iPod in every new stu-
. dent's hand? 
Not this year at Duke. 
The private university in · 
Durham has decided not to 
reprise last year's experi-
mental mass handout to all 
incoming freshman of the 
pricey hard-disk portable 
digital players. 
Only students enrolled in 
certain classes will get the 
free gadgets. 
The school, which hoped 
the $300 players would 
enhance students' learning 
by allowing them to record 
lectures, capture oral notes, 
and play language-training 
recordings, spent $500,000 
on the pilot project. 
Last year, newly arrived 
freshmen were given the 
high-tech welcome gift 
engi:-aved with the school's 
crest and the words "Class 
of2008." 
·, Some students ques-
tioned the need for the give-
away, given that many stu-
dents already owned iPods 
or similar devices, with 
some saying the money 
would be better spent on 
financial aid or campus 
· security. 
·. 
- ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Nation & World 
. TOBY MELVILLE/ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Britain's Prince Charles, with his new wife Camilla, acknowledges the crowd following a 
Service of Prayer and Dedication at St. George's Chapel at Windsor Castle on Saturday. 
FROM A2 David Hemler, president of 
regime. 
New software program designed 
to hunt down Child porn traffickers 
TORONTO - Microsoft 
and Canadian authorities on 
Thursday launched a software 
program designed to help 
police worldwide hunt down 
child porn traffickers by 
enabling authorities for the first 
time to link information such as 
credit card purchases, Internet 
chat room messages and arrest 
records. 
Microsoft said the Child 
Exploitation Tracking System is 
the first software designed 
specifically to capture pornog-
raphers who prey on children 
and sell their images via the 
Internet. It will allow police 
departments worldwide to 
share and track previously 
unlinked information on inves-
tigations and suspects. 
Week in Health 
NASE EM 'SOWTI 
Senior Staff Writer 
Silicone breast implant safety up 
for debate after 13-year ban 
Health officials estimate that 
up to 93 percent of silicone 
breast implants rupture within 
10 years. The report was 
released last week just prior to a 
committee meeting where 
experts plan to sort through 
studies of the safety and 
resilience of silicone implants 
and decide whether to lift the 13-
year ban on the implants. The 
final decision is expected 
Wednesday. 
Silicone implants were 
removed from the market when 
thousands of women said that 
ruptured implants had caused 
them a myriad of diseases and 
conditions. Critics still insist 
that silicone implants are dan-
gerous, but the makers of the 
implants· contend that they are 
safe, releasing data that shows 
only 9 percent of the implants 
rupture per year. Unlike saline 
implants that currently reign 
the implant market, silicone 
implants do not show any signs 
of leakage, which can lead to 
seepage of silicone to different 
tissues. Saline implants simply 
deflate and have not been found 
to cause any harm to the body. If 
silicone implants are put back in 
the market, physicians and com-
panies plan to closely track their 
safety and performance. 
Mediterranean.diet study shows 
increase in life span in elderly 
A new study shows that eld-
erly Europeans whq follow the 
Mediterranean diet live longer. 
This diet includes: high intake 
of vegetables, legumes, fruits 
and cereal, a moderate to high 
intake of fish, low intake of satu-
rated fats, but high intake of 
unsaturated fats like olive oil, a 
low intake of dairy products and 
meat, and modest intake of alco-
hol, especially wine: The study 
involved more than 74,000 
healthy men and women,· aged 
60 years or ·more, living in nine 
European countries. The results 
showed that a higher dietary 
score was directly associated 
with a lower overall death rate. 
Scientists believe that adhering 
Microsoft Canada, said Internet 
pornographers were computer 
· savvy, so the program would 
put law enforcement officials 
"on the same level as the bad 
guys." 
The open source program 
was developed by Microsoft 
Canada, the Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police and Toronto · 
police, with the help of the 
Department of Homeland 
Security, Scotland Yard and 
Interpol. . 
The FBI has seen a 2,000 
percent increase in the number 
of child pornography images on 
the Internet since 1996 and 
Canadian police estimate that 
more than 100,000 Web sites 
contain images of child sexual 
abuse. Hemler said Microsoft 
committed $4 million toward 
.the program and that the soft-
ware would be available to any 
police force at no cost. 
- ASSOCIATED PRESS 
to a. Mediterranean-type diet is 
associated with longer life 
expectancy. There are currently 
several books on the bookstore 
shelves about the Mediter-
, ra.nean diet, which may get a 
boost from the recent findings. 
Physicians remove leech from 55-
year old woman's nose 
Physicians in Hong Kong dis-
cussed the method.s of remov-
ing a leech from human nostrils 
after a leech secretly made its 
way into the nostril of a 55-year 
old woman while she washed 
her face in a freshwater stream. 
She suffered from intermittent 
nose bleeding two weeks later. 
However, her condition was not 
diagnosed in her first visit to the 
doctor. She had to consult a sec-
ond physician, who noticed the 
2-inch creature clinging tightly 
to the woman's nostril. The 
physician managed to remove 
the leech with forceps after 
applying anesthesia to the 
woman's nose. However, they 
admitted that it was not easy to 
remove the leech because of its 
strong hold to the mucous tis-
sue and its slimy bod)r. 
Study shows teen virgins as prone 
to STDs as their peers 
Teens who pledge to stay vir-
gins until marriage are just as 
likely to have STDs as their 
peers, shows a report by Yale 
and Columbia University 
researchers. The study, which 
involved 12,000 teens, showed 
that those who pledge to remain 
virgins are more likely to have 
oral and anal sex than teens who 
are abstinent, but not as part of 
a pledge. The study also shows 
boys who have pledged absti-
nence were four times more 
likely to have anal sex, and over-
all, the pledgers were six times 
more likely to have oral sex. 
They were also less likely to use 
condoms or get tested for sexu-
ally transmitted diseases. Mil-
lions of teens sign written 
pledges· or give verbal promises 
to abstain from sex as part of a 
church-led effort. But the same 
group of university researchers 
found that 88 percent of teens 
who pledged abstinence ended 
up having sex before marriage . . 
Officials at the National Absti-
nence Clearinghouse in South 
Dakota called the study 
"bogus". 
DAVENPORT INSUR~CE 
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IT Training at UCF 
'The University~f'Central Florida, Division of 
Continuing Education, is proud to announce the 
f!.ddition of computer courses and IT certifications to 
our already existing programs. Classes are offered at 
our ResearchP avilion Building, located half a mile 
f rom UCF 's main campus and at our· a.ff-campus 
training center on Lee Road (exit 88from1-4). 
We are currently offering classes in : 
Word Excel 
Access HTML 
Power Point 
Internet Marketing 
Web Page Design 
. .. As well as Certification Training in : 
MCP A+ 
MCDST Network+ 
MCSA Server+ 
·MCSE Security+ 
MCDBA , Linux+ 
MCAD IT Project+ 
MCSD CCNA 
CIW 
Train for Less~ *Get mtiltiple certifications with 
-.~ our new training memberships!! l 
*To find out ·about our UCF discounts for 
staff and students call ( 407)882-0260. 
For more information, schedules , prices or to register: 
visit www.ce.ucf.edu or call (407)882-0260 
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u Running game looking 
J • 
like committee effort 
BRANDON HELWIG I UCFSPORTS.COM 
: Senior defensive end Paul Carrington ls coming off his best season yet and will lead a defensive line that features all of last year's starters. 
FROM A2 
' out defenders like Asante 
Samuel and Travis Fisher, 
' defensive leader Atari Bigby 
has graduated and is bound for 
the NFL. Replacing him are a 
~rop of inexperienced players, 
some of whom missed all or 
: most of last season because of 
, injuries. Capping that off is the 
' fact that UCF was. very shallow 
in the secondary depth pool 
that O'Leary brought in eight 
linebacker recruits this offsea-
son. 
"I think they understand the 
expectations which goes into 
the tempo, the way you do 
things and the process,".defen- . 
sive coordinator Lance 
Thompson said. "I'm really 
pleased. The kids understand 
the process. Obviously you're 
· always wanting to get better 
and you're never satisfied with 
what you've got, but they're 
working good and they've got 
good attitudes." 
The Knights .conclude 
sp.ring practice on Saturday 
with a final scrimmage and will 
kick off the 2005 season in 
Columbia, S.C., against the 
South ·Carolina Gamecocks 
and new Coach Steve Spurrier. 
} ' 
' . 
, 
Program teaches positive vi~ws 
FROM Al 
That positive outlook made 
everyone involved excited. 
"Their emphasis is on going to 
college," UCF volunteer 
Kathryn Chappetto said. "Most 
of them did:p.'t know if they 
"Since we started this five 
weeks ago, students started ask-
ing questions about getting into 
college," Ariene Webster, a 
social studies teacher from 
Carver Middle Schoo~ said. She 
added that seeing UCF will 
encourage them to look toward 
the future. · , were going to college, now they 
want to know how to pay for it." The Junior Achievement 
LOOK & LEASE 
·Save up to $220 
• Internet coming Fall 2005 
• Private bedrooms and bathrooms 
• Computer center 
• Large walk-in closets 
·State-of-the-art fitness center 
•Swimming pool with sundeck 
• BasketbaH court 
• Sand volleyball court 
·Community center 
• Local telephone services 
• 24-hour management and maintenance staff 
Program has partnered with 
the De Vos Sports Business 
Management Program, named 
after Orlando Magic owner 
Rich De Vos, since fall 2003. The 
Junior Achievement Program's 
workshop had 30 volunteers 
from LEAD Scholars, Burnett 
Honors College and players on 
the men's basketball team. 
see office for details 
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Strategy Seminar 
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Law·& Medical 
·schools!. 
GRE GMAT 
DAT 
LSAT MCAT • 
Seminar 
Learn about the 
application process 
'& admissions tests 
pre-dental 
~QA KAPLAN° 
1 ·801-KAP·TEST 
kaptest.com 
• Test names ere registered tra~emarks of their respective own.ers. 
THE VILLAG ·E ' AT 
ALAFAYA CLUB 
407•482•9990 
3100 Alafaya Club Drive 
Orlando, Florida 32817 
thevillageatalafayaclub.com 
1,600 parking spaces on campus 
planned for fifth parking garage 
Rough Weekend? 
Arrested? DUI? Bar Fight? 
C d t ? Fake ID? Disorderly on uc · . . ? 
Drug Possession? Underage Drinking. 
FROM A1 
rules and regulations are always 
quick to get around UCF. By fol-
lowing rumors, many students 
find that they are unknowingly 
breaking many rules. 
According to Clark, students 
can always go to the UCF Park-
ing Services Web site and find 
all the rules. 
The Future sat down with 
Clark in an effort to dispel con-
cerns and rumors about UCF's 
parking woes. 
Future: At what time of the 
day is it OK to park on campus 
and not have a decal on your 
car? 
J.C.: ''Never. University park-
ing and traffic rules stipulate 
that in order to park on UCF 
campus at any time you must 
have a parking permit of some 
kind." 
Future: Even if it's on the 
·weekends? 
J.C.: "That is a misconcep-
tion. The reason is because 
enforcement is not as heavy on 
the weekends, simply because 
we don't have the resources. 
Our parking patrollers don't 
work on Sundays. However, the 
[UCF] Police Department and 
all the police officers can write · 
parking tickets and they do, 
they just don't write as many. 
But UCF requires that you have 
a permit on your car anytime 
you park on campus." 
Future: Are students allowed 
to park in some of the faculty 
(B) and staff (C) parking lots? 
J.C.: "In all the B lots, stu-
dents and others are allowed to 
park after 5:30 p.m. unless oth-
erwise posted." 
Future: Will UCF be pur-
chasing security cameras to 
install in garages in response to 
students who have had their car 
vandalized or broken into? 
J.C.: "There are, to my 
knowledge, no immedi:;i.te plans 
to install any kind of electronic 
surveillance in any of the park-
ing garages for students. That's 
primarily because of the high 
cost of those items. It would be 
well over a million dollars to 
equip these parking garages 
with the viable electronic sur-
veillance systems." 
· Future: What do you say to 
students who spend $2,000 to 
live on campus and end up 
searching for spots because of 
insufficient parking? 
J.C.: "That's primarily in the 
Lake Claire Apartments. Lake 
Claire is right next to Greek 
par'K. Students who reside in 
Greek Park tend to have a lot of 
visitors. They tend to come in 
late at night or be out late at 
night and when they can't find 
parking spaces in their own 
parking lots they tend to park in 
the Lake Claire lot. For that rea-
son, the Lake Claire lots are 
pretty heavily enforced at 
MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Parking Services will immobilized a car with a boot after three unpaid citations. If citations are not paid within 48 hours, the car will be towed. 
night." 
Future: If you have a Lake 
Claire or an Academic Village 
decal can you park anywhere 
else on campus besides the des-
ignated area? 
J.C.: "Yes. The reason that 
those permits cost more is 
because they can park at their 
respective residences while 
others cannot." 
Future: If a student lives in a 
fraternity or sorority house, 
why do they get ticketed in 
their own parking lot if they 
don't have a decal? 
J.C.: "UCF requires, as I've 
stated before, that in order to 
park on campus you must have 
a permit. That is regardless of 
whether or not you're in Greek 
park. That is regardless of 
where you are on campus. 
Greek park is a part of the cam-
pus." 
Future: What is a good esti- · 
mate of the ratio of students 
that attend UCF and the actual 
number of parking lots? 
J.C.: "I think the latest figure 
was somewhere around 3.5 to 1. 
The illdustry stahdard is 4 to 1, 
four vehicles to one parking 
space. The number of students 
who are enrolled at UCF as 
opposed to the number of park-
ing spaces is somewhat mis-
leading because not all students 
have cars. It's generally accept-
ed that about 75 percent of stu-
dents have automobiles." 
Future: With the student 
population growing at UCF, 
will there be construction of a 
new parking garage any time 
soon? 
J.C.: "We expect to start a 
fifth parking garage in June. 
This is going to be larger than 
the other ones we have now. 
Each of the four garages in exis-
tence now have 1,300 spaces 
give or take a few spots. The 
new one is planned for 1,600 
spaces." 
Future: How long will it take 
to construct the new garage? 
J.C.: "Construction time is 
probably going to be about 14 
months because it is a larger 
garage. The other garages took 
about a year with the exception 
of the fourth garage, which took 
nine months." 
Future: Where are they plan-
ning on building the new 
garage? 
J.C.: "In what is commonly 
referred to as the Education Lot 
on campus." 
Future: What is the possibili-
ty of prohibiting freshmen from 
driving to campus or having a 
separate parking lot for them? 
J.C.: "Very, very slim. I don't 
foresee that happening here. It 
has been suggested on a num-
ber of occasions but the admin-
istration is not in favor of it at · 
all. The reason we don't make a 
separate parking lot for fresh-
men only is because they have 
classes all over campus and it 
would not be feasible or fair to 
have one parking lot for them." 
· Future: After how many cita-
tions or tickets do you actually 
tow a car out of the parking lot? 
J.C.: "We don't tow a car for a 
number of citations. We immo-
bilize a car after three unpaid 
citations. The only reason we 
would tow is because of the 
number of citations after a car 
has been immobilized and if the 
owner has not made arrange-
ments to pay the citations in 48 
hours." 
Future: If a student gets a 
new car, why do you charge · 
them for a new decal? 
J.C.: "We charge them a 
replacement fee of $5, the 
administrative fee. The reason 
they charge this is so the stu-
dent or anybody can't come in 
and say they have a new car and 
need a new permit." 
Future: Why do faculty and 
administrators get better park-
ing spots than students when 
we are the ones that pay to go to 
UCF? 
J.C.: "Generaily speaking, the 
faculty and the ·administrators 
have B permits. They need to 
be closer to their place of work. 
Students ... are more agile and 
healthy. They have more energy 
and they can walk farther, 
faster. Also, [faculty] pay a 
much higher price for their per-
mits than students do." 
Future: It's rumored that" 
they stop checking the meters 
at 9 p.m. Does that mean that 
students can park there as long 
as they remove vehicles before 
7 am. the next day? 
J.C.: "That's a good question. 
So many students come in and 
park at the designated B permit 
lot late at night after enforce-
ment has virtually stopped, but 
they don't come back to get the 
car until the following day after 
enforcement resumes. That's 
why they get their citation. It's 
not because it's OK to do it, but 
because it's not as enforced late 
at night as it is during the day-
time hours." 
Future: In comparison to 
other universities, is the park-
ing situation is better or worse 
here at UCF and why? 
J.C.: "It's certainly no worse 
in many respects from what I 
hear all over the country. Our 
parking situations is good or 
better than most. Take Florida 
State University for example; 
they have a very loosely 
defined c~pus . . As does the 
University of Florida to some 
extent. In that, these universi-
ties are intermingled with resi-
dential areas and commercial 
areas. They almost don't know 
where their own campus is. 
Basically, what parking is avail-
able to students is what is gen-
erally available to the public. 
UCF is a very well defined cam-
pus. Students do not have to 
compete with local residents 
and nonresidents to fmd a place 
to park." 
YOU HAVE OPTIONS ... 
I CAN HELP 
FREE CONSULTATION 
Principal Office in Orlando 
RICHARD E. HORNSBY, P.A. 
CRIMINAL DEFENSE ATTORNEY 
(407) 540-1551 or Toll Free (866) 540-1551 
www.orlandocriminallaw.com 
The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based 
solely upon advertisements. Before you decide, ask I!le to send you 
free written information about my qualifications and experiences. 
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Slst Annual 
Bahia Shrine Circus 
Featuring 
The Royal Hannef ord Circus 
Saturday and Sunday, April 16th and 17th. 
.Shows at 10:00 AM, 2:30 PM and 7:00 PM each day. 
Proceeds benefit 
General Admission $10.00 Each 
Bahia Shrine Center 
2300 Pembrooke Drive 
Orlando, FL 32810 
( 407) 660-8811 
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game two 
Camels extend softball's 
doubleheader struggles 
MATT DUNAWAY 
Senior Staff Writer 
For the third time in four A-Sun series, 
the Knights win in game one only to fall in 
game two of the doubleheader. 
Stephanie Best and Crystle Krafft drove 
~ 
" 
in a pair of runs in game one to lead the UCF , -
softball team to a 6-2 victory over Campbell 
at the Eakes Athletics Complex on Friday 
night. 
The Knights (32-20-1, 5-3 A-Sun) charged 
out of the gates platting four runs in the-third 
inning. UCF played station to station softball 
using five singles and two walks. Best, 
Krafft, Lindsay Enders, and Nikki Green all 
picked up RBI singles. 
~ 
"It was a senior highlight show," Coach 
Renee Luers-Gillispie said. 'We really put 
everything together in that first game. That's 
what you hope for at this time in the season ' ' 
knowing that their last games are coming 
down the stretch." 
The Knights tacked on another run in the ' , 
fourth capitalizing on a lead-off single by 
BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Senior Joel Al.len and the Knights took care of business against Stetson last week in Deland. The Knights will return to Stetson this week for the A-Sun tournament where they will be defending their title again. 
Served on a golden platter 
Men's tennis beat up on Stetson last week as they 
prepare to go after their third-straight A-Sun title 
BRIAN MURPHY 
Contributing Writer 
UCF versus Stetson is also kriown as the 
war on I-4. The baseball teams have met more 
than 100 times. Fights have broken out on the 
basketball court So, how much do these two 
schools want to pulverize each other on the 
tennis court? If you ask the men's tennis team 
that question, expect to get a lot oflaughs. 
It turns out that the "war" usually doesn't 
trickle down to tennis, but when the Knights 
and Hatters hooked up last Wednesday, they 
knew that it was t9 be a critic31 match. 
With only a week remaining in the regular 
season, both squads needed to score a victory 
and make some last-minute improvements to 
their seeding for the upcoming Atlantic Sun 
Conference tournament After the dust set-
tled, it was the Knights who grabbed the valu-
able win as UCF rolled over the Hatters, 6-1. 
The Knights moved up to 12-8 overall. 2-1 in 
the A-SUIL Stetson's overall record is still the 
best in the conference at 16-6. But, their con-
ference record is a lackluster 1-3. 
The meet began with doubles action. 
Seniors Joel Allen and Antonio Sierra shut out 
Trevor Bach and Marcus Echtler, 8-0. Bach 
and Echtler had beaten eight of their nine pre-
vious doubles opponents, but the Knights dis-
pelled of Stetson's trends all day long with 
their impressive play. 
The Hatters duo of Mario Cayo and Chris-
tian Moe had compiled a record ofl3-1 togeth-
er on the seasoIL But, they were taken down 
by UCF junior Ener Gursoy and sophomore 
Sebastian Delgado, 8-4, giving the doubles 
point to the Knights. 
As impressive as the Knights were in the 
doubles competition, the biggest story of the 
day came during the singles matches. Stetson 
freshman Trevor Bach, had been dominating 
lately winning eight-straight matches since 
his last lost in early February. That all changed 
when he faced off against UCF senior Simon 
Jaeger. Jaeger has had an up-and-down sea-
son, but on Wednesday he taught the young 
Stetson freshman a lesson, handing Bach his 
PLEASE SEE A-SUN ON AlO 
BRETT HART I ~ENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Simon Jaeger became the first player since early February to beat Stetson's Trevor Bach. 
Jania Shinhoster. Back-to-back singles by 
Bryttani Lindheim and best scored Shin-:-
hoster to make it 5-0. · 
Campbell (23-19, 4-8 A-Sun) scored runs 
in the fifth and seventh, while Krafft picked 
up her second RBI on a single in the sixth for 
the final margiIL 
Enders picked up her 15th victory of the 
season, going the distance for the black and 
gold giving up two runs (one earned) on five 
hits. 
UCF cracked 13 hits for the game, as ' 
Green led 'the Knights at the plate going 
three-for-four with two singles and a dou-
ble. 
"She hit the ball so hard for us," Luers-
Gillispie said. "It has been a struggle this 
year for Njkki with all of the injuries, but she 
continues to go out there giving it her all day 
in and day out As a coach you can't ask for 
more than that." 
After playmg just under a full llining of 
game two on Friday night, the game was 
postponed due to inclement weather. 
The two teams continued with two outs 
in the bottoin of the first on Saturday after-
nooIL 
The Camels jumped on the board early , 
scoring three runs on an inside-the-park 
homer by Jessica HuffinaIL The frame was -
kept alive on a fielding error. 
"That wasn't the start that we were look-
ing for," Luers-Gillispie said "The hit was a 
blooper, and you can't blame Cici for trying 
to make a play. She just missed diving for it, 
arid we didn't have a back-up for her." 
UCF cut the deficit to 3-1 in the second as 
Krafft led off the inning with her eighth 
homer of the season. 
"Crystle really changed her forethought • 
PLEASE SEE SEMINOLES ON A9 
Baseball falls 
from A-Sun top 
The Worst time of 
the semester is here 
I 
Knights take two of three from Bisons 
But there is still plenty to celebrate 
There is a 
time in every 
MATT DUNAWAY 
Senior Staff Writer 
played in the first game today, semester when 
but we were able to bounce the fun has to 
back." stop. 
For the first time all-year, · The Knights (30-8, 11-4 A- A time when 
UCF baseball trails another Sun) have won all five AtlantiC going to two-
team in the A-SUIL Despite tak- Sun series this season, and have dollar Tuesdays 
ing two of three from Lipscomb won two out of three in the pre- or drinking all 
over the weekend, the Knights vious four series. you possibly can 
The time of 
reckoning has · 
come, but if you 
get the chance, 
take a study 
break one night 
and celebrate 
because as a 
UCF sports fan THE EXTRA PO INT you've got it 
are now in second place, a Starter Darren Newlin came for $6 becomes ANDY VASQUEZ made right now. 
game behind Troy in the out firing in game three. He a bad idea. No Sports Editor Every school 
Atlantic Sun standings. retired 14 of the first 16 batters longer do I find 
After losing control of a 4-3 he faced, throwing a career- myself eyeing that girl in the Taco 
lead with two outs in the ninth high, eight-plus innings. Bell drive through - despite the 
inning to drop a 5-4 decision in "I was just able to locate my missing teeth - after a wild night 
game two of the series against fastball inside, and my slider of revelry, while waiting 45 min-
Lipscomb on Saturday after- away," Newlin said "That was utes at 3 a.m. on a Thursday 
noon, baseball rebounded by really the key, and as the game morning for a freaking chalupa 
controlling the rubber game progressed I was able to throw Instead I find myself in a 
from start to finish on S;3.turday · what I wanted to when I want- panic, locked in my room. typing 
night. ed to." up papers I should have done 
"Overall I thought it was a Newlin improved to 7-1 on months ago, trying to figure out· 
lackluster day as far as our the season, giving up only one how to avoid an academic 
approach was concerned," run on six hits, and struck out tragedy. · 
Coach Jay Bergman said "I was BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE I'm sure all you piocrastina-
in the country 
has at least one team that experi-
ences some sort of success, with 
our good friends up the road at ' 
Stetson being the most notable 
exception to that rule, but at UCF 
right now nearly all teams com-
peting are on a hot streak. 
Let's start with baseball 
One of the hottest teams in the 
country, UCF baseball has gone 
30-8 to start the seasoIL The only 
team in Division I baseball with 
PLEASE SEE IT ON A10 disappointed at the way we· PLEASE SEE RODRIGUEZ ON A9 John-Michael Howell went two of three in Saturday's final game, a 6-1 win over Lipscomb. tors out there can relate. 
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State &Nation 
Gators attract record 
· spring crowd 
GAINESVILLE, Fla. ·-
Working out of the shotgun, 
Chris Leak took the snap and 
went deep down the middle. 
'With · a feathery touch, 
Leak's pass cleared a defender 
and Chad Jackson reached 
1 way up to haul it in. The first 
play of Florida's spring game 
Saturday covered 28 yards and 
drew a boisterous cheer from 
} a huge crowd of fans, who can 
only hope the glorified scrim-
mage was a glimpse of what's 
to come under new coach 
' Urban Meyer. 
· "This was a great day for 
Florida football," Meyer said. 
Florida gave Meyer a seven-
year, $14 million contract last 
year to bring his dynarµic 
offense to Gainesville and 
1 reinvigorate a program that 
had gone stale in three seasons 
under Ron Zook 
The initial returns have 
1 been superb. 
The Orange and Blue game 
attendance surpassed the pre-
vious best by nearly 20,000 
; and was about 9,000 better 
than the best-attended game 
Meyer coached at Utah. 
"That's the first time I've 
ever been nervous for a spring 
game," Meyer said. 
In Leak, Meyer inherits one 
• of the nation's top passers. The 
combination of Leak's vast tal-
ents and Meyer's fearless inge-
( nuity is a potential nightmare 
for Southeastern Conference 
defensive coordinators. 
"He told rile he was going to 
,> build the offense around me," 
Leak said. 
Leak, who'll be a junior next 
season, already has thrown for 
• 5,632 yards and 45 touch-
. downs. Only Rex Grossman 
(55) threw more touchdown 
:. passes in his first two seasons 
at Florida 
While few doubt Leak's 
accuracy and poise, the ques-
1 tion has been whether a guy 
who has spent much of his 
career dropping back and 
rarely straying far from the 
~ pocket can be effective on the 
move. Meyer gave Smith plen-
ty of opportunities to run and 
despite not having great speed, 
Smith was a productive ball 
carrier. 
Meyer insists Leak is more 
t. than athletic enough, though 
the coach concetied Saturday 
that he was unsure at first 
whether Leak . had a quick-
enough delivery and enough 
speed on his fastball. , 
~ 
Those doubts no longer 
exist. 
"He's been consistently get-
ting better throughout the 
spring and he finished as a 
" quarterback that there is no 
doubt in my mind can run this 
offense," Meyer said. 
Leak didn't do any running 
Saturday - Meyer wanted to 
keep him out of harm's way. 
Throwing the ball, he looked 
l( completely comfortable. 
"There was so many peo-
ple, it felt just like a home 
game," Leak said. 
Bogut, Augustus win 
Wooden awards 
LOS ANGELES - Andrew 
,. Bogut barely heard of John 
Wooden while growing up in 
Australia. He knows a lot more 
.._ about the coaching great now. 
Bogut and LSU's Seimone 
Augustus were runaway win-
ners of the John R. Wooden 
11 awards, presented Saturday to 
college basketball's players of 
the year. · · 
Connecticut coach Jim Cal-
' I houn, who received the leg-
ends of coaching award, filled 
in some details for Bogut 
about Wooden. 
"" "I'd heard the name before. 
College basketball isn't very 
big in Australia ," Bogut said. 
.. "He's a legendary coach - one 
of the best of all time." 
The award was first pre-
sented in 1977 - two years 
'~ after Wooden retired as the 
coach at UCLA, where he led 
the Bruins to 10 NCAA cham-
" pionships in his last 12 years on 
the job. The first winner was 
UCLA's Marques Johnson. 
Now 94; Wooden didn't 
.., attend the award ceremony, 
but was expected at a banquet 
Saturday night. 
Bogut, . a 7-foot sopho-
more, became the first non-
American to win the men's 
award, collecting. 4,314 points 
., from a national panel of more 
than 1,000 voters of sports 
media members and college 
basketball experts. Duke's·J.J. 
'\ Redick was sefond with 3,552 
points. 
• 
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.. 
Seminoles up next on softball road trip INSIDE THE NUMBERS FROM A8 
at the plat~," Luers-Gillispie 
said. "Instead of going up there 
looking ·for a home run, she's 
worked on getting on top on 
the ball. That homer she hit 
was a line drive that just hap-
pened to go over the fence." 
Starter Kelly Mcintyre left 
the game after two innings 
with a back injury. Mcintyre 
will· be reevaluated, and . is 
questionable for the Florida 
State series on Wednesday. 
Ashley Baker pitched three 
inning of relief giving up only 
one run on a . RBI single to 
·Megan Paul in the fifth as the 
Camels took game two, 4-1. 
Lauren Caviness picked up 
the win for Campbell, throwing 
a complete game, allowing only 
one run and spraying three hits. 
"We're having difficulty 
right now playing with the 
same intensity in game two 
tjlat we're having in game one 
of doubleheaders," Luers-
Gillispie said. "The Gardner-
Webb series is critical for us 
because we need to get over 
our splits problem." 
UCF took on the Bulldogs 
yesterday in a doubleheader, 
but results were not available at 
press . time. The Knights get 
back on the diamond Wednes-
day night against Florida State. 
First pitch in the state capital is 
slated for 6 p.m. 
Scouting Florida State . 
This is the third-straight 
season that the Knights and 
Seminoles will hook up for a 
doubleheader. FSU (24-16, 6-5 
ACC) has won all four meet-
BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Stephanie Best was instrumental in the Knights' first game victory over Campbell Saturday. · 
ings, but only by a margin of 9-
4. Two of the four games have 
gone into extra innings. 
The Seminoles have come 
out of a mid-March swoon 
winniµg · four-straight after 
dropping eight of nine and 
falling out of both Top 25 polls. 
This will be the first time in 10 
days that the Noles have played 
after a doubleheader against 
Florida on April 7 was post-
poned. 
Natashia Jacob and Melissa 
Wood led the offense hitting 
.304 and .303, respectively. 
However the duo is doing it dif-
ferent ways. Jacob is at the top 
of the FSU line-up and leads 
the team with 36 hits, while 
Wood hits clean-up, pacing her 
squad with five home runs and 
19 RBI. 
Tiffany McDonald and 
Casey Hunter have thrown all 
but five innings for FSU in the · 
pitching circle. Opponents are 
hitting under .200 against the 
dub, and both have an ERA 
. under 1.50. However, McDon-
ald is 12-3 in the circle, while 
Hunter is 12-12 on the season. 
Around the Atlantic Sun 
Jacksonville (24-21, 5-2 A-
Sun) and Stetson (27-14, 5-3 A-
Sun) protected the home field 
picking up sweeps over Mercer 
(21-23, 2-4 A-Sun) and Georgia 
State (14-26, 3-5 A-Sun). 
Hatter Coach Frank Griffin 
picked up his 300th career win 
in game one against the Pan-
thers. GSU took a 1-0 lead in the 
fifth, but Stetson responded 
with five runs in the bottom of 
the funing for the 5-1 victory. 
The Hatters used six hits and 
two Panther errors in the 
frame. , 
Jennifer Buckley pitched a 
complete game four-hit 
shutout for Stetson carrying 
the Hatters to a 2-0 win in the 
second game. 
A six-run sixth inning car-
ried Jacksonville to a 7-1 victory 
over Mercer in game one. Lau-
ren Redfern hit her fifth homer 
of the season td spark the 
offense. 
The second game was all 
about Shannon Jenson. who 
tossed her third complete game 
shutout for the Dolphins. 
In other A-Sun action, Troy 
(31-16, 7-1 A-Sun) split with Lip-
scomb (16-17, 3-3 A-Sun) in the· 
Music City. The Bisons stole 
game one, 1-0 in eight innings 
as Jessica Wilson picked up the 
walk-off RBI single. Troy 
rebounded to take the night-
cap, 6-0. 
Troy continues its Nashville 
swing at Belmont yesterday, 
while Georgia State and Mer-
cer headed to Jacksonville and 
Stetson, respectively. All 
results were not available at 
press time . 
25 
National ranking of the UCF 
baseball team which took two of 
three from Lipscomb this weekend. 
.1 
Innings pitched for baseball's 
Darren Newlin, a career high in 
Saturday's win over Lipscomb. 
Wins for softball pitcher Lindsay 
Enders. She leads the team 
in wins so far this year. 
Who's hot 
Baseball pitcher Darren Newlin. He 
started the season 7-1 and is the 
Knights leader in wins. 
Who's not 
Rodriguez will start tomorrow against Bulls 
Stetson men's tennis. Despite a 16-6 
overall record, their conference mark 
fell to 1-3 after losing to the Knights. 
FROM A8 
seven Lipscomb (16-17, 4-8 A-
Sun) batters along the way. 
"I thought that Newlin 
pitched a good ballgame, and 
gave · us a chance to win," 
Bergin.an said. "That was his 
best performance since he's 
been here." 
The Knights loaded the 
b;ises in the fourth inning, and 
capitalized on a throwing error 
by pitcher Seth Kuwik that 
·gave UCFan early 2-0 lead. On 
a grounder back to the mound, 
Kuwik elected to throw home,· 
and his throw: sailed wide, 
scoring Ryan Bono and Mar-
shall Bernhard. · 
UCF completed the frame 
adding another run on a sacri-
fice fly by Matt Horwath. 
The Knights advantage 
grew to 4-0 in the fifth on a 
Bernhard sacrifice fly, and John 
Michael Howell ripped a dou-
ble down the leftfield line to 
· give UCF a 6-0 lead after six 
innings of action. 
Newlin's shut-out was 
spoiled as the Bisons strung 
together three hits, but Matt 
Rhodes shut the door with 
authority with two runners on 
punching out the final two bat-
ters for the 6-1 victory. 
Courtney Propst had a good 
game filling in for Matt Ray in 
the leadoff slot going two-for-
three, and drawing two walks. 
'We were able to get a few 
timely hits when we needed 
them," Bergman said. "Court-
ney was able to get on base for 
us four times, and really make 
some plays us out there defen-
ilrMJ SPORTS 
cor·ner 
imspor.ts-ucf.edu 
VERONICA RODRIGUEZ 
Contributing Writer 
Recaps 
The April 2 Inner tube 
Water Polo Tournament was 
definitely tons of fun in the 
sun. With 12 teams - twice as 
many as last year - competing 
for the championship, there 
was a whole lot of splashing 
going on. 
Each team was guaranteed 
two games of pool play, then 
entered into the single elimina-
tion playoffs. Congratulations 
to the Circle Jerks, who were 
able to overcome their wrinkly 
fingers to take home the tour-
nament crown. 
The April 5 Floor Hockey 
game between Lambda Chi 
and Phi Delt turned out to be a 
disappointment. Forecasted to 
be a competif.ive game, Lamb-
da Chi ended up blowing out 
sively." 
The Knights could have 
swept the series, but faltered in 
the ninth inning of game two. 
Dominic Petracca gave up a 
RBI single with . two outs, 
allowing Nick Cleckler to score 
after leading the inning off with 
a single of his own. Ryan 
Mitchell took a 3-1 pitch the 
opposite way for a double into 
the left center field gap allow-
ing Sensing to score from first 
giving Lipscomb a 5-4 advan-
tage for good. 
Kuwik pitched a solid bot-
tom of the inning for his fourth 
save, while Zach Duncan 
pitched eight strong innings 
for the Bisons throwing 148 
pitches facing 36 batters along 
the way. 
UCF charged out to 2-0 lead 
in the second inning without 
getting a hit. A bases loaded 
walk drawn by Chandler Rose, 
and a sacrifice fly by Tyson 
Auer provided the scoring. 
After the Bisons drew with-
in 2-1 in the top of the fifth, the 
Knights responded witl1 two 
runs of their own in bottom 
half. Bono drove in a pair of 
runs extending the lead to 4-1 
on a two-out singled through 
the right side. 
Lipscomb scored again in 
the sixth using a triple by Nick 
Bruning; and RBI single by 
Patrick O'Rourke. The Bisons 
tacked on an unearned run off 
of Mike Billek in the seventh to 
pull within 4-3. Billek earned a 
no decision giving up three 
runs, two earned, on six hits . 
"That one hurt," Newlin 
said. ·~d it just pissed every-
Phi Delt 13-3. Good luck to 
Lambda Chi as they continue 
on the road to the champi-
onships. · · 
Help us help you 
Please take a brief survey to 
help us assess the current plans 
for the Intramural Field Project 
as well as the IM Program. It's 
easy: just log on to 
www.imsports.ucf.edu and 
click on the survey link at the 
top of the page. 
While on the site, you may 
also want to participate in the 
poll: "Who's going to win the 
NL East Pennant?" Select the 
team you think will win, and 
then instantly check the results. 
Deadlines 
The deadline has already 
passed to sign up for the Hock-
ey ~kills Challenge and for the . 
Kickball Tournament. 
These two tournaments 
. will take place on Friday and 
Saturday, respectively, and will 
conclude our spring semester 
line-up. 
Look for most of the sports 
to return during the summer 
semester. Expect the deadlines 
for those sports· to come 
around mid-May. 
body off." 
UCF started the series with 
an offense explosion blasting 
folir home runs and rolling 
past the Bisons, 14-5, on Friday 
night. 
. Dee Brown was three-for-
four with two homers, and four 
RBI bringing his career total to 
198, only ·two shy of tying 
Dustin Brisson for fourth place 
in the UCF record book 
Lipscomb drew first blood 
taking a 2-0 on four hits in the 
first inning, but UCF tied the 
game with one swing of the bat 
as Brown stroked his first 
homer. 
The Knights took control of 
the game putting a five spot on 
the board hi the second inning. 
Ray provided the big hit, clear-
ing the bases with his first 
career grand slam down the 
right field line after an Auer 
RBI single to put UCF up 7-2. 
UCF continued to dial long 
distance in the fourth as Brown 
crushed his second bomb of 
the game off the top speaker of 
the sound system to the right of 
the batter's eye in center field. 
The majestic blast was the 10th 
homer of the season for Brown. 
Starter Tim Bascom threw 
seven strong innings yielding 
five runs on nine hits, while 
striking out seven batters using 
just over 100 pitches on the 
night. 
"Getting solid games out 
our starters was big this week-
end knowing how many games 
we have to play next week," 
Bergman said. 
The Knights posted two 
more runs in the seventh, and 
three more runs in the eighth. 
Howell tied Brown for the 
team lead with his tenth 
homer, clocking a two-run shot 
off a light pole in right field. 
UCF continues their five-
game homestand with regional 
rival USF on Tuesday night. 
First pitch is slated for 7 p.m. at 
Jay Bergman Field. 
"It's going to be a challenge," 
Newlin said. "We have to get 
up to play every game." 
Ray Rodriguez will get the 
start Tuesday against the Bulls. 
UCF held on for a 8-7 win last 
Tuesday in Tampa 
"That's game where you 
never know what is going to 
happen," Bergman said. "We 
have Ray going to start the 
game for us Tuesday, and we'll 
see how far he'll get us into it." 
Upcoming 
Women's golf is at the A-Sun 
championship in Deland starting 
today through Wednesday . .. 
Tomorrow night baseball hosts USF 
at Jay Bergman Field. The first pitch 
is set for 7 p.m., and at 6 p.m. on 
Wednesday baseball will host 
Bethune-Cookman ... Softball is in 
Tallahassee on Wednesday to face 
the Seminoles in an afternoon 
doubleheader and travel to Georgia 
State on Friday for another 
doubleheader .. . Women's tennis is 
in Macon, Ga., Thursday through 
Saturday to compete in the A-Sun 
tournament. 
Quotables. 
"Overall, I thought it was a lackluster 
day as far as our approach." . 
- BASEBALL COACH JAY 
BERGMAN ON SATURDAY'S GAMES 
"Not being the No. 1 seed helps 
us." 
- MEN'S TENNIS COACH BOBBY 
CASHMAN ON A-SUN TOURNAMENT 
WHERE IS TROPICALFORD1 
- · 
·= 9900 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL 
. ORLANDO, FL 32837 
IN BEAUTIFUL SOUTH ORLANDO! 
' 
-~·· Y•A••-
, •• !1 REMEMBERI 
IF YOU SEE 
THIS GOOD 
LOOKING GUY 
YOU COULD SAVE 
THOUSANDS! 
a<4l CALLUSAT(407) 851-3800 
'IJoR CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT 
WWW.TROPICAL FORD.COM 
• 
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A-Sun tournament served up this week 
FROM A8 
first ever collegiate straight-set 
loss, 6-2, 6-4. 
games in any set during the 
streak. 
With the triumph, UCF con- · 
tinues to dominate the all-time 
series, with the Hatters improv-
ing their record to 20-4. The 
Knights also handed Stetson 
only their second home loss of 
the season. 
games, the rain started and the 
meet had to be canceled 
Even though the season · 
ended on a stormy day, UCF 
men's tennis is looking pretty 
good heading in to the A-Sun 
tournament, with some momen-
tum from their three-straight 
wins. At press time the Knights 
first-round opponent had yet to 
be announced While UCFwon't 
be the tournament's No. l seed, as 
in years past, Coach Bobby Cash-
man likes the way things are 
shaping up. 
"I think not being the No. 1 
seed helps us," Cashman said. 
''Now we will be chasing after 
other teams instead of them 
chasing us. As long as we take 
care of our nerves, we'll be fine:• 
High Society Pipes & Cigars ,/ • ~, \ 
. \v j. 
"Fine Glass Smoking Accessories" .. _ .. ~ While Bach's streak fell for 
Stetson, a couple of Knights kept 
winning streaks of their own 
intact. Sierra won his 10th con-
secutive· singles match while 
Delgado notched his fourth 
straight win. In those four victo-
ries, Delgado has been impres-
sive, not dropping a single set, 
and only once has he allowed an 
opponent to win more than five 
UCF's regular season finale 
was supposed to take place -last 
Thursday in Jacksonville. The 
Knights made the trip and the 
squads began singles play. But, 
after completing just a few 
The Knights will be looking 
for their third straight A-Sun 
tournament championship this 
Thursday through Sunday on the 
campus of host Stetson Universi-
ty in DeLand, Fla The winner 
will earn the A-Sun's automatic 
bid, and advance into the NCAA 
men's tennis regional 
• Phat Pyrex Pipes •''Detoxify"Oeane5 ·Hand Blown Glass 
·Wood Pipes ·Scales ·Ceramics/Acrylics 
·Metal Pipes • Hookahs · Incense/Pipe Oeaner 
• Sherlocks!Bubblers ·Water Pipes • Body Jewelry 
543 S. Semoran Blvd, Winter Park· 407-679-8365 
10% Discount with Student 10 
Must be 18 to enter, ID required 
Are you interested in an exciting career? --, 
.............. ~ A 
It seems like every UCF sports team is hot lately Are you a current college .,rd Freshman or Sophomore? ••• + 
FROM A8 
more wins than UCF is FSU with 
their 32 victories. The Knights 
have climbed to No. 25 iri the 
nation, behind the big bats of 
their offense and the solid arms 
of the pitching staff. 
Softball is tearing it up on the 
other diamond as well At press 
time the ladies have won 10 of 
their last 13 games. While they 
have struggled in closing out 
teams in the second game of 
doubleheaders recently, their 
overall strong play has allowed 
them to pull off some major 
upsets this year, and will more 
than probably carry them deep 
into the postseason. 
Women's golf is coming off 
their best finish of the year, and 
men's golf heads into next week's 
Atlantic Sun championship with 
what is widely regarded as the 
best class of freshman in the 
COUntry. . 
Going into the A-Sun tourna-
ment, men's tennis has won eight 
of 10, including an important 
road victory over Stetson last 
week 
Even women's rowing is get-
ting into the action. 
The ladies of rowing had a 
weekend to remember in Tam}'>a 
as they earned their eighth state 
title at the Florida Intercollegiate 
Rowing Association Champi-
onship. 
Even with all this success 
there is something bothering me. 
As reported in last Thursday's 
issue, UCF decided not to renew 
the contract of Coach Bob 
Winch after 12 years with the 
Knights. 
The move makes little sense 
considering Winch has led the 
Knights to three consecutive A-
Sun championships. Last year 
Wmch took men's soccer to the 
second round of the NCAA 
Tournament, the furthest the 
team has ever been 
Did this guy get shafted or 
what? 
Wmch is not the most charis-
matic guy in the world, and my 
guess is that he was let go 
because the athletic department 
wanted a more visible coach 
when the program makes the 
transition to Conference USA 
Since when does a soccer 
coach need to be visible? Wmch 
won, and in the last four years he 
won frequently. But I guess win-
ning isn't the most important 
thing anymore. 
Getting rid ofWmch was not 
only unfair to the ·coach, but 
unfair the players that flourished 
under him. Now after being the 
most successful team in the his-
tory of men's soccer at UCF they 
have to start over. 
Andy Vasquez can be reached at 
sports@UCFnews.com 
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•••••••• • • U.S.A.IR FORCe 
Do you know what you want R·O~T·C 
to do after graduation? CROSS INTO THE BLUE 
Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in 
Air Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships. 
Incentives 
include: 
·Up to $15,000 tuition per yea~ ~ 
• $60b in textbooks reimbursement 
• Mon.thly stipend ($250-$400) 
• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers and Nurses 
• One year scholarships for qualified Seniors and Graduate Students , 
For more information, 
please call: 
( 407) 823-1 24 7 or 
visit airforce.ucf.edu 
., 
April 12 ~ 5:30 p.m. ~ Va.ughn Center B_oard Room, ninth floor 
' • (813) 258-7409 E-mail: mba@ut.edu Web site: mba.ut.edu 
~ Full-lime Day Program - get your degree in 16 to 24 mor:iths 
JOHN, H. SYKES ~ Graduate assistantships available for qualified full-time MBA candidates -tuition waiver and $1500 sti.pend each semester 
COLLEGE 
~~~~~ OF ~~~~~ 
.BUSINESS 
THE UNIVERSITYOFTAMPA 
~Tuition advantage for out-of-state and international students 
~. Seven specialized concentrations - Accounting, Finance, 
Entrepreneurship, Information Systems Management, 
International Business, Management, and Marketing 
~ Personal attention from faculty and staff The Uniwrsity Of 
~Accredited · by AACSB International TAMPA 
John H. Sykes College of Business ~ 401 W. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa, FL 33606-1490 
03/01/05 to 03/31/05 
Bill# Organization Name 
Office Supplies 
FA0 37·58 
FA037-64 
FA037-66 
'fytal 
Bill# 
Iranian Student Organization 
Vietnamese Am. St Assn 
Vietnamese Am. St Assn 
Office Supplies 
Organization Name 
Christopher Schwarz 
Jason Feinstein 
Wmterguard Knights 
St Personnel Assn 
Advertising Club 
Jennifer Kracht 
Madiyah Mosley 
SCEC·Brev (St Council for Exceptional 
Norma Toussaint 
Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual St Union 
Phi Alpha Theta 
SGA-Executive 
S3les Club ofUCF 
Am Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
Phi Alpha Delta 
Purpose 
Postponed 
Office Supplies 
Office Supplies - not passed 
Purpose 
2nd Canadian Conf on Computer and Robot V1Sion 
2nd Canadian conf on Computer and Robot V1Sion 
Wmter Guard Int'l World Championships 
ACPA conference · 
Nat'! Student Ad. Competition • TI:avel 
US Inst for Theatre Tech conference 
RTNDA@NAB conference 
Natl Council for Exceptional Children conf 
Natl Conf ofBlack Political Scientists 
FL Collegiate Pride Coalition conf 
Regional conference 
Career Fair 
Nat'! Collegiate Sales Competition 
Region II conference · 
Amount 
$0.00 
$99.46 
$0.00 
$99.46 
Amount 
i 
I 
' 
. 
Registration 
CRT37-l21 
CRT37-122 
CRT37·123 
CRT37-l24 
CRT37-125 
CRT37-126 
CRT37-l27 
CRT37-l28 
CRT37-J29 
CRT37-130 
CRI'.37-131 
CRT37-132 
CRT37-133 
CRT37-134 
SB37-40 
SB37-41 
SB37-45 
SB37-46 
SB37-47 
SB37-48 
SB37-49 
Tutal 
Am Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
Lambda Alpha Epsilson 
Regional conf/Mock Tiial Competition 
Competition - St Inigos, MD 
Am Crim Justice Assn National Conference 
Conference ·Boca Raton, FL 
$225.00 
$225.00 
$1;000.00 
$!,000.00 
$370.00 
$250.00 
$250.00 
$300.00 
$100.00 
$0.00 
$350.00 
$500.00 
$400.00 
$757.00 
$!,900.00 
$'980l0 
$3,500.00 
$3,000.00 
$3,000.00 
$1,500.00 
$1,500.00 
$21.107.1 
J <i 
Student Gov.ernment 
Senate Allocations 
ClubKreyol 
CREOL Assn of Optic;: St 
Radio Tulevision News Directors' Association 
Electrochemical Society 
Registration 
03/01/05 to 03/31/05 
Bill# Organization Name 
Senate Working Fund 
FA037-47 Advertising Club 
FA0 37-48 Pakistani Student Assoc. 
FA0 37-49 , United Nations Assn·UCF 
FA0 37-50 SG Governmental Affairs Committee 
FA0 37·52 PC Gaming Club 
FA037-53 Women's Prayer Band · 
FA0 37·56 Jewish St Union/Hillel 
FAQ37·57 Club Kreyol 
FA0 37·59 Knight Circle 
. FA0 37-{)() Graphic Design Student Association 
FA037-61 SPlE • Student Chapter 
FA037-62 Phi Alpha Theta 
FA037-Q3 African Association 
FA0 37-65 Iranian Student Organization 
FA037-67 Semper Fi Society 
FA037-68 LEAB Scholan; Assn 
SB37-39 Campus Crusade for Christ 
SB37-52 SGA Legislative Branch 
SB37·54 Am. VaccumAssoc. (AVS) 
SB37-55 Greek Council 
Tutal Senate Working Fund 
CI..Eo-QELS conference 
National Conference - Las Vegas, NV 
207th Int'! Mtg of the ECS - Qµebec City, Canada 
Purpose 
Nat'! Student Ad Competition 
Festival of Pakistan 
Club promotions 
Education Emancipation 
Gaming Lan event 
4th anniversary celebration 
Late N'ight with Max Weinberg 
HIV Awareness Event 
Postponed 
Networking Banquet· Failed 
Spring Meeting 
Epochs - Historical Magazine · printing 
Cultural Gala · FROZEN 
Iranian New Year Celebration 
Competition - not passed 
Packing for Patriots 
nialogue with Hillel and Muslim Student Assn. 
Thursday's at Wackadoo's 
Two Speakers 
Skit N'ight 2005 
Amount 
$730.70 
$!,000.00 
$800.00 
$800.00 
$230.00 
$550.00 
$1,000.00 
$805.00 
$0.00 . 
$0.00 
$100.00 
.$300.00 
$700.00 
$800.00 
$0.00 
$500.00 
$1,375.00 
$2,500.00 
$1,000.00 
$2,700.00 
$15,890.70 
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Park complaints 
at the door 
:A sk most students what 
,, : their top pet peeves are 
and there's a pretty good 
chance they'll say parking serv-
, ices. 
Regardless of wbat some 
UCF student body conspiracy 
theorists may contend, parking 
services is not the student's 
enemy. In fact, what some peo-
ple fail to recognize, or rather 
refuse to accept, is that those 
guys driving around in the 
white pick-up trucks and slap-
ping those little green tickets 
on your cars are mostly just 
• like you. They're students try-
ing to do a job to make some 
money as they drudge their 
ways through college. 
I!" Sure it stinks when you see 
, that green ticket on your car, 
and there's no worse feeling 
than when you find that ugly 
"' orange boot strapped to your 
front right tire. Chances are, 
though, if you have one or the 
"' other decorating your automo-
bile you most likely did some-
thing to get it. Whether you 
don't believe in buying parking 
... decals or you're a parking 
· garage rebel who likes to live 
dangerously and try to sneak 
your way into free parking, 
~ you've done something to earn 
that ticket and, if you've done it 
enough, then your car deserves 
1 to wear that boot. 
But who likes accepting 
blame? Who likes admitting 
that they're wrong when they 
parked outside the Student 
Union in a handicapped spot 
because they were running late 
for a computer science class? 
It's always easy to lay the blame 
on someone else, and parking 
services has been and will be 
the sore recipient of that blame 
as long as this campus contin-
ues to expand. 
Another easy claim for park-
ing malfeasance that's a com-
plete falsehood is that there is a 
lack of parking on campus. 
There are plenty of parking 
spaces on campus fu every 
parking garage and on any 
given day at any time the top 
floor of almost every parking 
garage is nearly empty. Nobody 
wants to park there because it's 
a long walk, but that's a weak 
excuse. A parking space is a 
parking space, and sometimes 
we have to suck it up and take 
what we can get. Sometimes it 
means getting to campus a lit-
tle earlier to get those pristine 
first-floor spots and ·that's 
something that every student 
has to deal with. 
One excuse that certainly 
holds water is fear. Every stu- · 
dent has to live with the. fear 
right now that their car could 
be stolen since five cars have 
been absconded with from 
campus in the past three 
OUR STANCE 
weeks. There is a definite need 
for tighter security, and cam-
eras in garages would almost 
be a gift from heaven at this 
point. However, as students we 
have a responsibility within the 
UCF community to keep an eye 
out for each other and there's 
more than likely a witness to 
every situation. Unfortunately, 
that eye that should be kept out 
is far too often blind and that's 
certainly no one's _fault except 
for the people that choose to 
stay quiet. 
The employees of parking 
services are no different than 
any other paid employee of this 
university. They have a job to 
do and while it's almost always 
an unpopular occupation, it's 
necessary to maintain a balance 
and proper authority over a sit-
uation at UCF that everyone 
from students to teachers has 
an opinion about. 
Without parking services, 
though, there would be an 
uncontrollable chaos and peo-
ple would have so much more 
to complain about if those 
white trucks weren't looking 
out for the people who choose 
to make their own rules. 
Love them or hate them, but 
the men and women of parking 
services are doing us all a 
strong service and without 
them we'd have no one to 
blame but ourselves. 
Japan rewrites 
~ very dark history, but you -J apan is a nation with a wouldn't know that from 
reading one of their gov-
ernment textbooks. The Edu-
cation Ministry of Japan has 
approved a controversial new 
series of history schoolbooks 
that whitewash the atrocities 
~ committed by the military dur-
ing World War II. The move 
has drawn heat from many 
t other Asian countries, especial-
ly China and Korea, who were 
both invaded by the imperialis-
tic nation during that era. · 
Relations between Japan and 
its neighbors have been severe-
ly strained in recent times with 
territorial disputes over the 
~ islands of Diaoyu with China 
and Tokdo with Korea. These 
new books, created and revised 
by Japanese right-wing nation-
alists, are sure to ruin any- -
chance of immediate resolu-
. tions to their international-rela-
tions problems. 
· Content within these text-
books has been a hot-button 
issue since 2001 when the 
Japanese government approved 
revised textbooks for junior 
high schools. The textbooks 
either .omitted or down-played 
Japanese war crimes, for exam-
ple, calling the 1937 Nanjing 
. Massacre an "incident," but not 
a fact. But only a few schools 
purchased the 2001 edition. 
The 2006 edition, which will 
be available for schools next 
year, deliberately distorts and 
portrays imperial Japan as a lib-
erator of neighboring nations 
khistory 
instead of a conqueror. Words history of liberation." 
like "invasion" are left out of · In Seoul at the Japanese 
the text to keep the reader mis- embassy, approximately 3,000 
informed about the Japanese protesters marched in defiance 
war tactics. of the books. Protests have also 
But it isn't just one 2006 his- been erupting in China since 
tory book that is missing facts, last week but with much more 
rather it is several. The term violent action. 
"comfort women," a euphe- Chinese protesters on April 
mism for war-time sex slaves 1 and April 3 attacked local out-
from Korea, China and the lets of Japanese retailers~ The 
Philippines, disappeared from China Chain Store and Fran-
all eight history textbooks chise Association, which 
approved on Tuesday. In con- includes companies that 
trast, all 2001 editions of the account for 10 percent of 
same books had terminology China's retail, urged members 
describing the Japanese prac- to boycott Japanese companies. 
tice of using women from con- "The Chinese government 
quered nations as sex slaves, is indignant at the Japanese 
Adding fuel to an already , government for its approval of 
burning fire, the books include such textbooks that distort his-
biased and misinformed view- tory in disregard of repeated 
points on the same territorial · representations from China," 
disputes that have been making Chinese foreign ministry offi-
the news recently. In the 2001 cial Qiao Zonghuai stated. 
editions, Japan is portrayed as Even citizen groups in Japan 
being involved in land disputes are urging principals of schools 
with China and Korea over the not to purchase the textbooks. 
Diaoyu and Tokdo Islands. But Yet, the Jap~ese government 
the revised 2006 edition claims still believes that this blatant 
that China is "illegally occupy- imperialistic propaganda 
ing" the Diaoyu Islands and should be spread to their youth. 
that both are Japanese lands. We study and learn histoty 
"We have to point out that in order to avoid repeating the 
the content of the textbooks same mistakes twice. Germany 
basically falls far short of uni- has acknowledged the war 
versal values and historic crimes they committed in 
truth," Lee Kyu-Hyung, World War II, so why can't 
spokesman for South Korea's . Japan? It is ignorance like this 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, displayed by Japan that causes 
said. "Japan's claim to territori- wars to happen. Nationalism is 
al rights to Tokdo islets is tan- only good in moderation: 
tamount to justifying its past When it blinds people from the 
colonialist usurpation and truth is when it truly becomes 
.negating the Korean people's dangerous. • 
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READER VIEWS 
Dioloma~ aids U.S. military 
the Future s editorial on Ukraine is a per-
fect example of college students' ignorance 
on foreign policy concerns, particularly 21st 
century American diplomacy. First, the edi-
torial staff should take note that the vast 
majority of U.S. foreign assistance does not 
consist of "handouts" as we are led to 
believe, but money that nearly always aids · 
U.S. interests in strategic parts of the world. 
Israel, Colombia and Mexico are just a few of 
the many nations that receive U.S. aid. Any-
one in the State Department (Republican or 
Democrat) will attest that for every dollar 
spent on foreign aid, we save at least $5 in 
use of the military. Recognizing this premise, 
President Bush significantly increased the 
state department budget for his second term. 
Recall that Secretary of State Rice pro-
claimed "the time for diplomacy is now." 
Still, the public grossly overestimates the 
amount the United States spends on foreign 
aid. In 2004, less than 1 percent of the the 
budget was used for foreign aid. 
The Future's claim that "Ukraine realisti-
cally offers nothing to the United States" 
shows almost total ignorance on the impor-
tance of the Orange Revolution currently 
spreading through Eastern and Central 
Europe. This revolution, which began as 
peaceful demonstrations in Kiev after the 
unfair runoff election, shows Ukraine's com-
mitment to democracy and the rule of law. 
The unprecedented second runoff ele~tion 
was then held and met all international stan-
dards for free and fair elections. More impor-
tantly, the new election reflected the will of 
the people of Ukraine. Our assistance will 
ensure that Victor Yushchenko is able to ful-
fill the potential of his nation without undue 
influence from Vladimir Putin, whose crack-
downs on freedom of the press in Russia are 
a disturbing reminder of practices common 
in the former Soviet Union. The United 
States has a commitment to spread democra-
cy abroad, certainly foreign aid is f much 
easier way to do it than lnilitary force. 
The logic used to connect previously 
communist Ukraine and their current admin-
istration is highly suspic~ous. It is a com-
pletely different government! This would be 
tantamount to faulting President Bush for 
errors made under the Carter administration. 
There is also an enormous difference 
between the would-be government of Prime 
Minister Yanukovich and that of Victor 
Yushchenko. 
Although I commend the Future for tack-
ling world affairs such as the Orange Revolu-
tion in Ukraine, keep in mind that such a task 
demands more understanding than merely 
scanning headlines in the Orlando Sentinel. 
- LUIZ BRAVIM 
New Marshall Plan 
I was surprised at your editorial, "Ukraine 
Deserves No Handouts" on April 7. It was 
filled with short-sighted selfishness. Not only 
would giving or loaning money to the 
Ukraine's fledgling republic further the cause 
of freedom and economic progress in a poor 
country with a recent history of oppression, 
but it would serve U.S. interests, as well. 
Those of us who paid attention in history 
class r~member a little thing called the Mar-
shall Plan that was put into effect post-World 
War II. 
The Marshall Plan was basically a hand-
out to the war-tom, bankrupt nations of 
Europe. It helped them avoid a new dark age, 
gave them the strength to resist the Soviets, 
and promoted economies that were to serve 
as valuable trading partners with the United 
States, accomplishing economic and security 
goals of the United States. The same or simi-
lar advantages exist in the situation today, 
albeit to lesser degrees. 
We have the chance to foster a free socie-
ty with popular sovereignty without blood-
shed. What are we waiting for? I'm bafiled by 
the decision to refer to donating money to 
the Ukraine as "no different" from fighting a 
war in Vietnam. 
- DANIEL HOLBERT 
PLEASE SEE READER VIEWS ON A12 
The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include 
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com, 
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-823-6397 (UCF-NEWS). 
MANO 
T H E WORD AROUND CAMPUS 
'What bands should SGA 
bring to UCF next year?' 
NELLY ESCOBAR 
Radiological sciences 
"I really like Simple Plan. Or Green Day. 
Any big bands." 
CHRIS NALLEY 
Finance' 
"I missed Incubus and 31 1. So I 
wouldn't mind seeing them again." 
MAN YAM 
Radiological sciences 
"None. I'm not into the music stuff." 
DYLAN PARRISH 
English 
"I want to see Cake and Against Me!" 
AMY DANG 
Pre-med 
"No Doubt." 
SONDRA TESKE 
Athletic training 
"Red Hot Chili Peppers." 
FROM Al 1 
Police priorities 
I believe there is a solution 
to stopping the recent car _ 
thefts. The UCF Police need 
to try harder. As of right now, 
they are way too busy writing 
tickets for driving one mile 
per hour over the speed limit 
or for driving around speed 
bumps. At night I'd feel a lot 
safer here in Pegasus Pointe if 
the police focused more on 
watching for car thefts and 
, less on hiding in the bushes 
READER VIEWS 
waiting to harass kids carrying 
beer from their cars to harass 
- I swear they do that, I've 
had first hand experience at 
least twice with the filthy UCF 
cops prowling around my 
neighborhood and hiding in 
bushes. 
Honestly, I'm still afraid of 
my car being broken.into here 
because the cops spend more 
time going to the bathroom in 
the clubhouse or "doing the 
rounds" listening for any sign 
of a party to bust. The police 
patrols are supposed to be 
here to make residents feel 
safer, and they sure don't 
make me feel any safer. Serve 
and protect: that is a police 
officer's job description. The 
UCF Police have never served 
me in any way, and I sure 
don't feel protected by some-
one who thinks I'm just some 
punk kid and is out to bust me 
for whatever he can. 
Maybe the fine and experi-
enced officers of the UCF 
police force should start doing 
their jobs, and protecting and 
serving the student body as 
they should 
- PHILIP GREBER 
I'm going to need some 
bodyguards after this one 
SHANNON MAU 
Opinions Editor 
All of you reading this 
right now should be so god-
damn thankful. I may be 
preaching to the choir, our 
readers, but a large majority 
ofthestudentpopulation 
' seems to think this paper is . 
sub.:. par. 
I'm not going to sit here 
1....-and run through the lists of 
awards that we have earned 
over the past year .to defend 
my work, instead I'm going to 
leave it up to the reader. I urge 
you to look around the state at 
other public university publi-
cations and try to compare 
their crap to our shining 
example of journalism excel-
lence (well, for college kids). 
Visit the Web sites of 
USF's the Oracle, UF's the 
Alligator and FSU's the 
FSView and read what they 
have to say. Actually, separate 
their wire stories from their 
student stories and stick only 
to original content. I can 
promise you, it should take 
you no more than 20 minutes 
to mull over all three sites. 
Copying and pasting may be 
illegal for school assignments, 
but it seems quite alright for 
these school newspapers to 
do so. 
· Granted the Web sites only 
portray the content and not 
the layout of the paper, but for 
the laymans my word should 
be enough. Anyone who 
knows anything about graphic 
or newspaper design wouldn't 
be able to stomach the sight 
of these prints. Lacking origi-
nality and often just general 
skill, not one of these papers 
can even come close to com-
peting with us at national 
competitions. 
More important than all of 
this, is that there are some 
people that think my writing 
isn't print-worthy and my 
opinions are too biased. To 
those people who are not in 
my fan club, I have this say 
about your opinion - nobody 
• 
cares! 
That's· right, I get to write 
whatever I want and thou-
sands of people will read it. 
While all you can do is gripe 
to your friends about how 
lame my column is and how 
your mom is the biggest 
whore in town. 
Go ahead and write a letter 
to the paper to complain 
about something stupid and 
maybe we'll run it. But you 
know what sucks about that? 
You wasted 30 minutes men-
struating over an e-mail of 
which we'll probably edit any-
ways and you didn't even get 
paid for it. 
I am in no way discourag-
ing people from disagreeing 
with our opinions. In fact, I 
applaud all attempts to chal-
lenge me. At least that means 
we got someone's attention. I 
am just sick of the e-mails 
bashing the same paper that 
so many of us bleed for. 
You think you can do a bet-
ter job? Tired of reading our 
repetitive banter? Then go 
ahead and try to start your 
own paper. Or just shut the 
hell up, keep reading and take 
out your sexual frustration 
elsewhere. 
LSAT 
GMAT 
GRE higher 
MCAT test scores DAT 
guaranteed OAT PSAT 
SAT 
or your money back** ACT" 
Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all scheduled tests, and do 
your homework. If your score doesn't improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic 
or a prior official test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a 
full refund of your tu ition ~* It's that simple. 
LSAT: Classes Begin 4/16/05, 4/18/05J & 5/3/05 
GMAT: Classes Begin 5/11/05, 6/22/05, & 7/26/05 
GRE: Classes Begin 5/14/05, 6/22/05, & 8/25/05 
MCAT: Classes Begi·n 5/11/05 & 5/26/05 · 
'""Tcsl names are registered trademarks of thoir respective owners. 
**To be eligible for this offer, you must be enrolled in Kaplan's 
full classroom, tutoring. or onllne courses. In addition, you 
must present a copy of your official .score report and your 
course materials within 90 days. 
World Leader in Test Prep 
and Admissions 
KAPLAN 
1 ·BOO·KAP·TEST 
kaptest.com 
Education Job Fair 
.. 
Located in the Education 
Complex Gym 
Thursday, April 14, 2005 
9:00 AM to 1:00 PM 
www .ere.oef.edo 
A Chance For Students To 
Discuss Career Opportunities 
With School Officials 
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL Fl..oRIDA 
CARl?ER SJ>RVICJJ;S & 
EXPERIENTIAL l.llAllNINO 
For questions 1•egarding this eve1it contact 
Career Se1•vices & Expe1•iential Learning: 
. 
Student_ Resou1•ee Center, Building 7G 
407-82:1-2361 
esel@mail.uef.edu 
Sponsored b y Caree1• Se1•vict.as & EXperientlal I.earning, Dh•lsion of Aendeinll• Affairs 
WOuldyou 
turn your back 
on Saving 
a Life? 
"I don't think they realize. for 2 hours a week, 
they can gjve someone a chance at life. 
That's Priceless!" 
When You Donate Plasma You Help Create Life Saving Therapies for: 
* Newborns and their mothers 
* Children and adults with hemophilia 
* Bum, shock, and trauma victims 
* Vaccine developments 
* Surgical patients-Hepatitis patients 
* Bone-marrow transplant adult recipients 
* Immunedeficient children and adults 
* Research and development in medical testing 
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500 
www.dciplasma.com 
321-235-9100 
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CLASSIFICATIONS OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS HOW TO PLACE AN AD SUBMISSION DEADLINE AD RATES 
100 Help Wanted: General 
125 HelpWanted:Part·Tune 
150 HelpWanted:Full·Time 
175 Business Opportunities 
200 For Rent: Homes 
375 For Sale: Pets 
400 SerYkes 
Monday - Friday 
9 a.m. ·- 5 p.m. 
·By Phone: (407) 447-4555 
By Fax: (407) 447-4556 
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. i.ssue (tnual :Jlotiba 1uture Seminole Chronicle 
500 Events 5 ·p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue UCF's award-winnlng newspaper Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs, 
525 Events: Greek Life 
SSO Events: UCF OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS PAYMENT METHODS 
published twlce-weelify. distributed every Friday. 
225 For Rent: Apartments 
250 Roommates 
275 Sublease 
600 Travel 
700 Worship 
800 Miscellaneous 
900 Wanted 
3361 Rouse Road #200 
Orlando, FL 32817 
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com 
. In Person: University Court, Suite 200 
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A Cash, Check, Mastercard 
VISA, AMEX, Discover 
·Classified line ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle 
• Local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week 
•Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly.issues 300 For Sale: General 
325 For Sale: Auto111lltive 
350 For Sale: Homes 
999 Lon &Found (407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com 
Bartenders wanted. 
$300 a day potential. 
No experience necessary! 
Training provided. Age 18 +OK. 
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107. 
Now Hiring Recreation Attendants 
and Pool Attendants. No exp 
necessary. Need FT/PT and 
seasonal. Competitive pay with end 
of summer bonus. Also hiring 
certified lifeguards. Call Lisa at 
321-443-1775 for interview. 
CAMP COUNSELORS 
gain valuable experience while 
having the summer of a lifetime. 
Counselors needed for Outdoor 
Adventure, Arts, Aquatic and more in 
the Pocono mountains of PA. Apply 
online at www.pineforestcamp.com 
GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS! 
Earn $15-$125 and more per survey! 
www.moneyforsurveys.com 
Kelly Services is currently hiring 
Customer, Service Reps for part-time 
positions at Cingular Wireless's,UCF 
Area 
Call Center. Must Have a HS 
Diploma/GED, 1+ year(s) 
Call Center/Customer Service 
Experience & be flexible 
to work between the hours of 7 AM & 
Midnigllt, 7 days a week. 
- $10.00/hour 
- UCF area Location 
- AM & PM Shifts Available 
- Part-Time Schedules 
- Paid Training Provided 
Call or visit www.kellyservices.com 
( 407)648-9408 
HIRING NOW 
Preschool in Oviedo · 
Teachers, Assistants & Bus Driver 
(407) 366-2100 
Become part of the Levy Team at ••• 
FULTON'S (RAB HOUSE 
PORTOBELLO YACHT CLUB & WOLFGANG PUCK (AFE 
Levy Restaurants, one of the nation's premier dining leaders, is 
seeking enthusiastic & dedicated individuals to join ourteam! . 
ALL LOCATIONS ARE Now HIRING: 
Servers • Host Staff • Cashiers 
Dishwashers • Line/Prep Cooks 
ALL LOCATIONS ARE ALSO SEEKING: 
RECEIVERS · 
Qualified candidates will have inventory and 
invoicing knowledge and basic computer skills. 
We offer competitive wages, great benefits, 
flexible scheduling & real advancement oppty's! 
Apply' in person daily, from 2pm-4pin 
at one of the above restaurants. 
Located at Downtown Disney, 1-4, exit 68. 
WWW.LEVYRESTAURANTS.COM eoe 
DISCOVER 
Pedicab Drivers 
FT/PT make great cash of 
$400-$1000/wk cash. Make your own 
hours. Get in great shape. Work.in 
orlando's downtown nightclub district. 
Call 407-42S:2099 24fl 
Two Men and a Truck is looking for 
FT/PT team members to move 
residential/commercial customers. 
Must be neat in appearance, have 
clean driving record, strong work ethic, & 
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent 
wages+ tips & bonuses. 407-816-0915. 
We are located west of the airport 
at 2901 McCoy Rd, between 
Conway and Orange Ave. 
Personal assistant/Nanny for school-
aged children. PT/FT, Flex schedule. 
Must have reliable car. Live-out only, 
Winter Park area, Exp. only. $1 O/hr. Must 
give 1 YR. commitment. Contact 
407-925-5218 or swimpark@aol.com. 
Veterinary Assistant/Technician FT/PT 
A high quality veterinary practice in 
East Orlando is seeking a highly' 
motivated, people and pet oriented 
assistant. Salary commensurate with 
experience; we also offer excellent 
benefits. Please contact Isabel at 
407-447-9444. 
Willing to Educate 
Highly motivated individual 
for rewarding career in 
financial services. 
407-657-9572. 
Entry level position w/ established 
Mortgage Co. Hiring loan originators 
full/part-time. Sales/customer service 
exp. preferred. Leads provided, great$$ 
potential. Fax resume 407-826-0451 · 
Delivery drivers, exp. servers wanted. 
Wages plus tips. Cell phone, drivers 
license and insurance a must. 
Apply within @ Goodfellas Pizza 
Corner of Alafaya/50 (Publix Plaza) 
Models wanted, female 18+ for elite 
web site. We pay $50/hr modeling fee. 
Professional photographers whose work 
is displayed commercially 
worldwide. Respond with photo and 
contact information to: EMG/MPP; P.O. 
Box 195277; Winter Springs, FL 
32719-5277 
or e-mail emg0225@yahoo.com 
NOW HIRING 
All Positions, All Locations!! 
Applebee's te~m members enjoy competitive wages with 
great benefits, flexible scheduling and real advancement 
opportunities. 
UCF 
12103 Collegiate Way 
Orlahdo, Florida 
407-282-2055 
GM: Tony O'Neil 
Orlando Locations: 
Heathrow 
7055 CR46A 
Lake Mary, Florida 
407-444-9930 
Maitland 
298 Southhall Lane 
Maitland, Florida 
407-838-3585 
GM: Bobby Shomo GM: Kathy Kingston 
New Store Opening Soon in Altamonte Springs!! 
OakGroves Shopping Center 
Corner of SR 434 & Jamestown Blvd. 
995 SR 434 Suite 303 
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714 
·I! 
5 MOTIVATED PEOPLE NEEPED 
Work from Home 
Earn $500-$5,000 PT/FT 
866-355-5476 
thenaturallifestyle.com 
RECEPTIONIST PT/FT 
A high-quality veterinary hospital in 
East Orlando is seeking a highly 
motivated, people-oriented 
receptionist. Salary commensurate 
with experience; we also offer 
excellent benefits. Please contact 
Isabel at 407-447-9444. 
Financial Services Wholesaler in Oviedo 
seeks PT/FT office assistant. Must have 
good telephone skills. Prefer 
accounting/finance coursework or 
experience. 407-706-0341 
SECRET SHOPPERS 
Needed for evaluations of 
Local Stores, Restaurants, and Theaters 
Flexible Hours, E-Mail Required 
Call 1-800 585-9.024 ext 6339 
Weekend Helper Needed 
To work with twin 5-year-old boys. Must . 
have experience with children. 
Call 407-599-7127 
HELP WANTED FT/PT Flex Hrs. 
Will work around school schedule. Must 
be fun, honest & responsible for unique 
store @ Universal's City Walk. Will train. 
Call(407) 903-1633 11AM - 9PM 
Veterinary Kennel Wa~d Attendant PT 
A high-quality veterinary hospital in 
East Orlando is seeking a highly 
motivated, pet oriented ward 
attendant. Training provided. Please 
contact Isabel at 407-447-9444. 
2-3 FEMALE SOCCER PLAYERS 
NEEDED ASAP FOR COMPETITIVE 
CO-ED WINTER PARK LEAGUE. 
PLEASE CALL LIA @ 407-579-7590. 
WORK IN CANCUN 
NOW HIRING 
SUMMER STAFF 
SALES REPS 
877-725-0705 
EXT. 903 
Now Hiring Silver Mine Subs 
FT/PT delivery drivers 
positions on day or night shifts avail. 
Great team work environment. Apply at 
12219 University Blvd in University 
1 shops or call 407-619-1194 
HELP WANTED 
Get paid to drive nice cars! 
Locations in Wtr Pk & Orlando. 
Flex hours, FT/PT Seasonal avail. 
(407) 616-3296 . 
HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED . 
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT 
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & Car req. 
Abbey's 407-268-4421 
Customer Service/Inside Sales 
PT/FT positions avail. Musi be happy 
and intell igent. Good communication 
and computer skills. Fun place to work. 
401 k and health plan. · 
Resume to (407) 679-1699 or 
jobs@rewonline.com 
SUMMER POSITIONS NOW AVAILABLE 
The City of Winter Garden Rec. Dept. is 
now accepting applications for Summer 
Staff. Positions include Day Camp 
Counselors, Day Camp Director, Art 
Instructor, Swim Instructors, and 
Lifeguards. Please pick up an application 
at City Hall (251 W. Plant St.), at the 
Recreation Office (1 Surprise Dr:) or at 
http://www.cwgdn.com 
For more info, please call 407-656-4155 
EARN MONEY AND HAVE FUNll 
SUMMER CAMP JOBS AVAILABLE; 
Northeast, USA. Athletic/Creative 
counselors/coaches heeded. Sports, 
Water, Art, Archery, Fencing, Ropes, 
Camping; 800-443-6428: apply on-line 
www.summercampemployment.com 
Swim Instructor 
Positions Available for City of Kissimmee 
award winning Aquatic' Center. P!T 
position responsible for teaching swim 
classes to children. Weekends off. 
$12/hr American Red Cross WSI 
required. Call 407-870-POOL or visit 
www.kissimmeeparksandrec.com. 
Movie Extr.as/Models Neededll 
Young Faces Needed to Fill a Variety of 
Jobsl Candidates Needed for Crowd and 
Background Scenes for local 
productions. No experience requiredll all 
looks neededll up to $22 hourlyl! Call 
1-800-280-0177 now for more info 
UNIVERSAL CINEPLEX THEATRES 
PT/FT service staff pos. avail. 
Previous retail exp. pref. Flex. work 
schedule. Competitive salary and 
benefits package. Must have superior 
cash handling and customer service 
skills. (i.e. Snack bar or cafe sales, 
Ticket sales and usher.) Depending on 
status, benefits may include Universal 
park admission, free movies, sales 
commission, vacation, 401 K, tuition 
reimbursement and more. Inquire after 6 
P.M. at Theatre: 6000 Universal Blvd. At 
Universal Studios City Walk or call 
407-354-3374 to speak with'a Manager. 
11ternet inquiries should be'directed to · 
(latlceuniv@aol.com) E.O.E. 
• Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando 
·Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day 
$200/wk. College Age Counselor 
Wanted. FFGC Wekiva Youth Camp. We 
are a Camp for Boys and Girls ages 
8-14. All Room & Board included. 
Contact mj.meherg@worldnet.att.net 
UNFAIR PAY? 
PDS is paying self-motivated reps to find 
people with hurricane damage. Up to $20 
a person you can document. 
CALL FOR DETAILS 407-812-1887 
PT RUNNER 
Needed for downtown law firm. Must 
have t ransportation and be reliable. 
407-425-0234 
WE LOVE"' 
WORKING FOR 
UPS & YOU 
WILL TOO! 
UPS really came through for us. They provide money for our education, 
plus great pay, a schedule that fits our lifestyle and other benefits. 
PACKAGE HANDLERS 
Steady Part-Time jobs 
Up to $2,000 Tuition Reimbursement* 
$8.50 - $9.50/hour ·Weekends & Holidays Off 
Company Paid Healthcare Insurance After 90 Days** 
Opportunities are available at the following UPS facilities: 
· UPS ORLANDO FACILITY 
8901 Atlantic Avenue 
.Orlando, FL 32824 
AVAILABLE SHIFTS: 
4:00AM - 9:00AM 
S:OOPM - 10.:00PM 
lO:OOPM - 3:00AM 
UPS LONGWOOD FACIUTY 
1050 Bennett Drive 
Longwood, FL 32750 
AVAILABLE SHIFTS: 
4:00AM - 9:00AM 
S:OOPM - 1 O:OOPM 
To apply online, visit: 
www.upsjobs.com 
*Tuition Reimbursement available at Orlando facility only. 
Program guidelines apply 
**Excluding seasonal hiring period 
of October 1st - December 31st. 
6200 International Drive 
Orlando, FL 32819 
Orlando's BIGGEST & BEST 
Water Theme Park 
is accepting applications 
for the following entry-level jobs: 
• Ride Operator 
•Lifeguard 
•Food & Beverage: 
Cooks and Cashiers 
'. • Front Gate 
•Merchandise Cashier 
•Warehouse 
··Security 
Appy in person at the 
Human Resource Department 
6200 International Drive 
Orlando, Fl 32819 
Or Call Melissa @ 407-354-2085 
Dt-~ah\.i~ 
t>F a var.e..e-r 
in the.. H~f7itality 
!Mu.~tt-y? 
Applications are now being accepted 
for the Walt 'Disney World® Resort 
Central Florida Hospitality Program. 
I 
Jump start your career path while getting paid with a complete 9-month work experience 
program. Applicants must be college srudents interested in the Hospitali Industry. 
Put your classroom theory to practice in the real workplace. 
Attend the presentation on April 12 and 13 at 2 p.m. or 5 p.m. 
at the University of Central Florida 
Rosen College of Hospitality Makagement, Room 107. 
· Disney. Where 
Imagination Works. 
EOE• Drawing Creativity from Diversity•© Disney 
321-754-2000 
1805 Loftway Circle• Orlando, FL 32826 
WWWJEFFERSONLOFT~COM r, • 
125 
PT overnight babysitter for school age 
children. 5:30pm-7:30am. Days 
·flexible. Oviedo area. Elem. Ed. I 
Child Dev. student preferred. Contact 
407-971-9942 or coopncar@hotmail.com 
Curves, the world's largest fitness 
organization for women is seeking 
energetic, sales oriented, reliable 
individuals to join our team. CPR 
certification required. Sales 
. experience preferred. Send resume 
to 108000@curvesmail.com or fax to 
407-971-3772. Located near UCF! 
TUTOR WANTED 
Tutor needed to work with 5· yr. old 
autistic boy. Must have basic applied 
behavior analysis knowledge. 
Mornings, afternoons, and weekends 
available. Weekly training with a 
BCBA. Located in Baldwin Park. Cail 
now 407-599-7127. 
PIT Doggy Daycare Position. 
Must Love Dogs. 
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus! 
***www.dogdayafternoon.net••• 
Call 407-628-3844. 
. Appointment Setter Wanted 
No exp necessary, $10/hr + bonus. 
Day and evening shifts avail. Flexible 
hours, minutes from UCF area. 
Great opporturlity, new company. 
Call 407-657-2691 ask for Joel or 
fax resume 407-657-8148. 
www.wallcoat.com 
Appointment Setters $8 - $1 O per hour 
plus bonus. Flex. days & hours. 
407-736-8395. 
LAB ASSISTANT 
Part-time position maintaining supplies 
and equipment in bio-labs. Individual 
pursuing science degree preferred. 
Research Parkway, up to $10/hour. 
Contact: dmoe@vaxdesign.com 
TELEMARKETING SALES 
Easy energy and gas programs. 
Hourly plus commission. 5 miles 
from campus. Mon-Fri, 9-4:30 shift. 
Sat optional, 10-3. 407-618-3000 
Child care needed for Saturday nights 
(6-12) and occasional other evenings 
tor 7-year-old boy. Must have 
references and live near downtown. 
Call Jim@ 407-748-3717. 
ME N';'fOR 4. 
··~ ... -.r,;.,.. 
::<: cingular 
t~the.b#',ollf' 
Meritor 4 and Cingular Wireless are 
searching for experienced Part Time 
receivables management and outbound 
operators for the Research Parkway 
facility. Candidates need to be able to 
train 4 hour shifts Monday through Friday 
for 7 weeks starting 4/25/2005. Must 
have Customer Service skills, willingness 
to provide great customer service in a 
collections environment and a flexible 
schedule. 
Interested Candidates should email your 
resume to 
mnieman@mentor4.com 
or 
www.thingamajob.com 
and call 407-736-8539 to schedule an 
appointment 
Tutor wanted urgently 
for BSC 2011. 
3 times per week. 
ASAP. $10/hr. 
Call Zeth @ 407-489-2037 
Babysitter wanted Monday-Friday 
afternoons (3:00-5:30) and school breaks 
tor 2 children ages 5 and 7, starting 
Au'gust, 2005. Driving required. 
Call 407-341-8325. 
GET HIRED TODAY! 
$8.00 - $15.00/Hr 
100 Openings 
\VeeklyPaychecks 
Paid Training 
Flexible Schedules 
AM & PM hours available! 
Two Locations· · 
Orlando 407-243-9400 
Winter Park 407-673-9700 
rANNING 
BED 
A 
N 
Are you looking for a Part-time job? 
Looking to make some. extra income? 
Independent Contractor opportunities 
Orlando and surrounding areas. 
Must use own vehicle, Pass Drug and 
Background checks, Clean MVR 
1-877-973-7447 
Outback Steakhouse on Red Bug and 
Tuskawilla Rd. Now Hiring for cooks, 
dishwashers, busboys, hostess, and exp. 
servers only. Apply within M-Th 1-3 p.m 
or Call for appt. 407-699-0900. 
INSIDE ADVERTISING SALES 
Highly motivated inside sales rep needed. 
Bus. to bus. sales only. M-F, 9-5 .. 
Hourly plus comm. 436/Lake Underhill. 
Fax resume to Academy Publishing 
407-736-0111. 
POTENTIAL TO EARN BIG 
Check out 
www.newincomestream.coachgenie.com 
Contact through website'. 
I~ FOR RENT: ~Homes 
UCF Summerfield 31212 1400 sq. ft. 
2955 Talladega $1200. 
Sanford- 3/2/1 11 00 sq. ft. 
950.Crows Bluff $1000. 
Altamonte Springs- 3/2/car port, pool 
1125 sq. ft. 706 Beverly Ave. $1100. 
No Pets. (407)234-5665, www.rent6.com 
NEW TOWNHOME, GREAT LOCATION 
3/2.5, $150b/mo plus util. 
Incl lawn maintenance. 
Call 407-443-7340. 
4 bd/3.5 baths Avalon Park Town Home 
2 Full Kitchens, 2 Full Laundries, 2 Car 
Garage. Granite Countertops, Hardwood 
Floors. Walk to town center, across from 
Gym and Pool. Call Steve 407-488-9656. 
Ashington Park 5 min to UCF 
2. homes. Both 3/212 family rm, new 
paint, ceiling f!lns; all appliances 
including w/d, built-in microwave, 
lawn maintenance. One with 
hardwood and tile floor, fireplace, 
back facing pond - $1275. Other 
with screen porch facing pond-
$1200 call 407-568-7608 
BRAND NEW MADISON PLACE 
ESTATE TOWNHOME 
3/2.5/2 Tuskawilla area.$1550/mO 
Gated. community, Courtyard, Many 
upgrades.See Photos at Http://71167.-
RentClicks.com _Call:407-696-4268 
2 BD/ 2 Full Baths Chancellor's Row 
Town Home, End Unit, Assigned Pa.rking, 
Tile throughout. Washer/Dryer & Water 
Included. 2 mi from UCF. Access Pool & 
Tennis. Call Steve @407-488-9656. 
HOMES FOR RENT 
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes 
and !IPtS. for rent. $649 to $1295. 
Call 407-62_9-6330 or 
www.ORLrent.com to view our 
rentals. RE/MAX 200 i;iealty. 
Orpington St. 
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[mi1 FOR RENT: . ~Homes 
SAVE MONEY: No need to buy gas or a 
parking pass when you bike/walk from 
UCF to your spacious 3 bed/1.5 bath in 
beautiful Bonneville. Garden in your 
backyard. $850/mo 386-795-1561 
Available August. 
312 duplex in Sherwood Forest 
Close to UCF. W/D, dishwasher. 
$900 mo. Call 407-496-0888 
UCF AREA HOUSE 
Huge 4BD 2.5BA w/ office. Wood 
floors, fenced-in yd. Pets ok! Avail 
03101. Excellent Price!!! 
Call Nick@ 407-810-7622 
WATERFORD LAKES -
No yard work ! Townhouses in 
pool/tennis community. $1250. 
407-760-0768 
3 Bedrooms, 2.5 Bathrooms. 
Brand New Townhouse in a gated 
community. Bright, spacious, 
1700sq ft. ~II new appliances, 
huge closets, 1 car garage. 
Monthly Rent: $1500 plus utilities 
Available: ASAP 
For more information, call Belinda 
(561) 445-3482 
2 BR/2 BA available in luxury condo 1/2 
mile from UCF. $1050/mo. 
Fully Furnished/ 
Call Ana @ 407-281-3708. 
Available May 2005 
Upstairs studio in Avalon Park. 
New unit in nice neighborhood. 
Perfect for a student who wants peace 
and quiet. $500/mo. Utilities & Cable 
included. Call: 407-273-4474. 
1 Room Avail in Pegasus Landing 4/4 
$495/mo incl all util. Fully furnished 
private room & bath incl central ac/heat, 
full kitchen, balcony, w/d, ethernet, cable. 
1st month free, lease begins Aug 1st. 
Call Ian at 321-354-9479 or 
631-965-1714. 
1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE 4/4 APT. 
for sublease may-july or any portion 
of that time. All utilities/wireless 
internet incl. 407-595-7554 or 
kristapeckyno@yahoo.com 
UCF area - 1 O mins. away. Female only. 
$450/mo. including everything. 
N/S only. Available in August. 
Call 407-243-2630. 
10 MINUTES TO UCF 
2 F roommates wanted. $325/mo 
plus 1/4 util. Quiet 4/2 furnished 
house. All house privileges. Pet and 
N/S. Lease Call 407-319-3751. 
EAST ORLANDO 
Majestic 2-Story-Home 
Strictly Professionals Only 
6 Bdrms 3&1/2 Baths 
1 Rm=Home Theater. Rms $400 and 
up. Big Master $700+Util. 
$70. incl. H.S.lnternet 
LEON: 407-334-6658 
Waterford Lakes House · 
Furn rm, private ba. Many 
amenities. $550/mo incl util, w/d, 
house privileges. No lease. Only 1 
other person in house. Call 
321-695-6111. 
ATTN: BRAND NEW HOME 
Located in Avalon Park, 10 ·min from· ucf, 
overlooking three lakes, security system, 
fully furnished, students welcome in this 
luxury home, Rent $550 all inclusive, 
community has private p'ools, 
restaurants, and grocery store. 
Call 850-291-3183 
Room for rent. 5 minutes from UCF. 
Furnished house with pool, garage, and 
yard. Cable & Internet included. 
$425/mo + 1 /4 power. Move in ASAP! 
Call Brad at 407-808-8039 
Clean and quiet 3/2 house 5 mins to UCF 
Large kitchen, living room, dining room, 
big screen TV, backyard. 1 semester 
lease available. No pets/smoking. $475 + 
1/2 utilities. Call Kellen at (407) 928-2129 
I 
Rooms for Rent in E. Orlando Home 
Couples welcome. 2/1 ba avail. $450/mo 
per person. incl util. Located near UCF 
No lease.1st and last month plus $100 
deposit.Leave a message 407-232-1802 
$450/mo. 2 bdrms w/ DSL, cable, w/d, 
deck w/grill, util incl, 4/2 home, 10 min-
UCF, Bi-wkly maid, furnished, large home 
Rent-Semester (yrly- w/discount) call 
Mike@ 941-812-5120 or 407-306-8360 
Rooms in new house. Fully furn., 
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool 
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP. 
" Female only. All util. incl. $600/mo. 
Call Nikki@ 561-212-6291. 
F N/S Roommate needed ·for 2/2 apt. 
Own huge room and private bathroom 
$550/month. Includes Cable, Road 
Runner, phone, & electric. 
Available 6/1'. Call Jackie 407-678-6967 
2-4 Female Roommates. 4/2 Home in 
quiet neighborhood, 1 mi. from UCF 
entrance. Fully furnished except bdrms 
$425-550/mo. includes utils, W/D, DSL 
Cable & phone. No lease reqd. 
407-830-8775 
Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF in 
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh. 
., 
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve 
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys 
high-speed wireless Internet. Room 
w/other students. $500/mo. all util. 
incl. 954-816-3127 
~ 
. Two rooms now available! 
4/2 Large quiet co-ed house in a nice 
neighborhood. 1 mile from UCF. $400/mo 
w/high speed Internet, premium cable, 
W/D, all utils incl.Cal/ Amy 407-739-9434 
Single female graduate student needing 
a place to stay temporarily in the fall for 
August to October while studying for 
physical therapy state board exams. 
Clean, neat, and quiet. Willing to pay 
between $300-$400 for rent and utilities. 
Please call 407-362-2925 or 
904-568-1734. 
3/2 house behind UCF large master 
bedroom and private bath, satellite Tv , 
high speed internet available. $500/mo, 
utilities included available immediately 
call 407-729-9846 
Female Roommate Wanted for 4/2 
Spacious house in beautiful Waterford 
Lakes. 15 mins from UCF. $475/mo incl 
all util & high-speed internet. 
863-398-6398 or 407-282-7774 
2 rooms in 'big house 5min from ucf. 
Pool, Big yard, Patio w/pool table and 
Bar,! Remodeled, MUST SEE! Includes 
all utilities! Call: 321-662-1515 
Roommate wanted, 212 condo in 
Aloma/436 area, $390/Firstllast, 
mature M or F, clean, no pets 
321-663-0882, available now! 
UCF AREA - F. roommate needed to 
share luxury gated apt w/M. 
Pool/fitness rm, own bath. No pets, no 
dru_gs. I have 2 cats. $550 incl elec & 
water. Contact Austin, 321- 695-9898 
ROOM ON UCF SHUTTLE RT 
Quiet clean furnished 312 home, DSL, 
W/D share bath. Nice F and M 
roommates. No pets. Prefer n/s F or M 
stud'ent. $375 mo incl all, $200 
deposit. 407-971-6748 leave msg , 
2 Female Roommates Needed ASAP 
$430/mo incl all util, water, W/D. $300 · 
deposit returned once lease expires. 
Brand new house, 1 O mins from UCF. 
Must be clean. Call Lima 407-341-2416. 
3/2 House 5 Min. away from UCF 
N/S F. Roommate wanted who is 
clean, Quiet, Prof 23-32, No Pets 
$450/mo includes utilities + cable 
Call Ann 407-657-1976 leave msg 
Two Females Looking for Roommate 
3i2 in Valencia Lane new apartment 
$330/month + 1 /3 utilities 
Close to UCF and VCC . 
Move in mid-June (407)247-8514 
***2 ROOMS AVAIL IN 4/2 HOME*** 
5 mins from UCF. $350/mo incl 
water & electric. Clean & fully 
furnished. 
Contact John at 904-669-2640. 
1 room Avail. in 4/2.5 house. Share utils. 
Spacious bedrooms, /iv. room, din. room, 
kitchen, W/D, garage, sun room, lg. yard. 
Individual lease. Near UCF off Dean Rd. 
$450/ mo. Call Jen 561-351-8906 
Roommate wanted for May for 212 
apartment. One roommate needed. 
Female, Rent $400/mo. 
Call Denise @407-375-1862 
Female N/S roommate for 212 apt. 
$515/ mo. Includes cable, electric, 
internet, and W/D. Available in Aug. 
Call Heather@ 850-624-8439 
WHY RENT 
when you can 
~: 
OWN? 
3 BEDROOM, 
2 BATH HOMES 
Come join your classm,les already living here ••• 
plus receive a FREE Washer /Dryer! 
• Down Payment Assistance •Clubhouse 
• Immediate Occupancy • Two Swimming Pools 
•Over 25 Homes to Choose From • Two Recreation Areas 
· • Tax Deductions • Private Home Sites 
Models Open Monday-:Saturday 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. 
· and Sunday 11:00 a.m.-4:00 l'-_.m. . 
On Colonial (Hwy. 50} 2 Miles East 01 Alalaya 
. 407-281-6029 
1575 Pel Street • Orlando, Florida 32828 • www.flapar~s.com l I 
Month of May Free! 
Master bd. in Regency Park behind UCF. 
Available May 12- July 31 for $350/mo. 
Awesome deal! 
Call Jessica@407-383-1285 
Village at Alafaya Club 
Room avail in 313. $500/mo incl all 
util, w/d, fully furn. First month's 
rent free. Rent negotiable, ready 
Immediately. Call 786-302-0511 
Amazing Deal 
1/2 Off first months rent. 1/1 
available In a 4/4 apt. in Boardwalk. 
Everything included. 3 nice g.irls. No 
move in fee. $490/mo but Willing to 
negotiate call Camila: 727-743-3610 
\ 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT. · 
Building over pool 
In Pegasus connection 
All util Included. Available in May. 
Call 386-295-2506 
TAKING SUMMER CLASSES? 
Single bedroom avail @ CV/, May 1st -
August. Unlimited meals. Incl util, cable 
tv and internet. FOR MORE INFO 
CONTACT: mattford8@hotmail.com 
Summer sublease avail. in Collegiate 
Village Inn. 1 bed avail. in room. All util. 
and meal plan incl. Ideal for 
UCFNCC/Full Sail student. $1400 value 
offered at $1100. Call Rinaldo at 
(407) 781-3768 or (405) 623-8599. 
SUMMER SUBLEASE 
Looking for female roommate for May 
until Aug 1st. Bdrm avail in house 
located off Dean Rd. and 408. 
Call Chris@ 321-230-7173. 
Male apt. avail. May 1st -Aug. Huge pool, 
Game rm., Movie theatre, Gym, 
Computer lab, and Free shuttle to ucf. 
4/4, great room mates.Only $465/mo. 
Utils and high speed int. incl. No move in 
fees. Sign up today. Pegasus ' 
Connec;;tion Call Joey @ 239-225-5388 
FIRST TWO MONTH RENTS FREEi! 
Pegasus Connection (Jefferson 
Commons) sublease. $510/mo incl. util . 
1 BR with private bathroom out of a 4/4. 
Includes carport. 407-234-1324 
$ GET THE POINTE$ 
Prices have risen here at Pegasus 
Pointe to $470/mo. However, I have the 
same unit available for only $455/mo. 
This is a 4/2 apartment and the price 
includes all utilities and is offered to 
either males or females. Don't be stuck 
paying for more than you have to. 
Contact Ginny@ 954-907-4970. 
APARTMENT AVAILABLE at 
Pegasus Connection. Sublease for 
summer. $505/mo. includes 
utilities, internet, no move in fees. ' 
Call Allison @ 850-586-9460 
Pegasus Landing Summer Sublease 
F. needed for 1 /1 in a 4/4. 
All util ities included. Great Amenities. 
Shuttle service. Close to Campusl 
Move in May- No Feesl $400/mo 
Contact Erica: (239)691-0185 
Please leave msg. 
Room avail in 2/2. All util included, 
w/d/, furn. Rent negotiable, ready .May. 
Call Kim@ 786-423-1913 
LOOKING FOR A BARGAIN? 
Bid on a sublease. 
Call 866-837-1309 
or visit www.subleaseauction.com. 
SUMMER SUBLEASE!!! PEGASUS 
LANDING! READY FOR MID MAY 
MOVE-IN TO THROUGH JULY. 
1 bd/1 ba in 4/4. $450/mo incl all util, 
w/d, cable w/ HBO, ethernet, shuttle and 
.trash service, fully furn. Great Clean 
Roommates! Call Shy@ 407-497-5018. 
No sec dep. Summer lease, May '05-
Aug '05. $465/mo at Jefferson Lofts. 
Aug is free. Fully furn, w/d, free 
tanning, internet, pool & spa. 
Call 321-720-7665. 
Sublease at Pegasus Landing in 3/3. No 
move in fees, May rent free! Everything 
included, Fully furnished, $520/mo. Last 
years rates locked in. Call 305-297-6966 
or e-mail marien.lorenzo@gmail.com 
UCF AREA APARTMENT 
Bdrm and private ba avail In 
Boardwalk 4/4. $490/mo incl all 
util, fully furnished, cable, 
ethernet. Available in May. 
Call !:'ranees@ 407-325-3031 or 
francy104@aol.com. 
Room Avail In Pegasus Landing 4/4 
Fully furnished. Lease Aug '05-July. '06. 
M or F. Private bd & BA. Cable, internet, 
util incl. No move-in fees. Earlier 
move-in can be arranged. 
Call Kevin @ 352-406-2824. 
!'" · I'oOk:iriQ ·,or· a i>1iice"'io Tiveiortiie ·, 
I summer? Perfect rm. to rent for 
· the summer. Huge furnished rm, 
walk in closet, personal ba., 
Ethernet, W/D. cable w/HBO, full 
utilities, great roommates, and full 
kitchen (Including dishwasher). 
Clubhouse includes mail-center, 
full gym, beautiful pool, and 
comfortable lounge. Gated j coryimunity, provides shuttle to I 
• campus, personal trash pickup. It'~ j ! a Beautiful Place ... so come check 1t . 
I out! Asking only $500/mo. ($25 ! j less than cost of room). If . 
interested call (321)689-9984, ask 
. for Rob. Serious Inquiries only. ..i 
11e"Qasus L:oilneciii::in ~unimer"1lii51ease 
Master bdrm in 4/4 avail May 1st for M. 
Fully furnished. Rent incl util. 
Call 407-489-2037 
Sublease in a 212 at Pegasus Landing! 
$560/mo incl utilities -W/D, cable, internet 
3rd fir w/ view. June-July 31 : Perfect for 
summer session. Renewal avail for 
guaranteed housing. Negotiable terms. 
Contact David@ 813-391-3137 
Pegasus Pointe Apartment 
Available for Summer term. Female 
needed for 4BR unit. Quiet & private. 
I WILL PAY ALL TRANSFER FEES!!! 
Call 321 -604-9029 
1 Rm & 1 Ba Avail in Jefferson Lofts 
Summer sublease in two-story 4/4, Aug 
already paid. Rent incl all util and 
ethernet. Willing to negotiate .. 1 mos. free.-
Avail. ASAP. Call 561-379-4850. 
Summer Sublease. 1 bd in Jefferson 
Commons/Pegasus Connection. 
Rent negotiable. Starting May 1. 
Female only. Utilities included In 
rent. 850-206-5915 
**$100 Off First Mo. Rent - No Fees•• 
1 room avail in Pegasus Landing 4/4. 
$495/mo incl all util. Starts Aug 1st. 
Building next to bus stop and club house. 
561 -676-2465 or irenegwen@yahoo.com 
Urgent/I Take over sublease with current 
rent. No extra fee, at Pegasus Landing. 
111 all utilities included, Free shuttle to 
UCF, Fully furnished. Call ~ytime 
a.s.a.p Marina @ 941 -441-6560 
Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Atlas image 
4 Watery 
expanse 
7 Shake up 
14 Pub serving 
15 Good buddy 
16 Adjusts a 
receiver 
17 Knight's title 
18 Perform · 
19 Got free 
20 Sutures 
23 " Girl Friday!' 
24 ltty-bitty . 
25 Cart track 
27 Chairs 
31 Slake thirst 
33 10 sawbucks 
35 Tarzan Ely 
36 Has title to 
'37 Forbidden fruits 
38 Parisian street 
39 Fall implement 
40 Make amends 
41 Wait nervously 
42 L. Michaels' 
show 
43 Soaks in 
seawater 
@ 2005 Tribune 'Media Servicas, Inc. 
44 Pants-on·fire 
chap 
45 Fruit beverage 
46 Ducks' relatives 
47 Billboards 
48 Lariat 
50 Profit figure 
51 Barnyard layer 
52 Pointed tool 
54 Charm 
58 Nationalist 
62 Religious 
prohibition 
63 Actress Gabor 
64 Accomplish 
65 PGApeg 
66 _ on your life! 
67 Blows one's. 
stack 
68 Newspaper 
honchos 
69 A couple 
. DOWN 
1 Cathedral 
service 
2 Carne down to 
earth 
3 Marine snails 
All rights reserved. 
4 "Coal Miner's 
Daughter" star 
5 To his own 
6 Fracas 
7 Goddess of folly 
8 Babble 
enthusiastically • 
9 Cuts with a 
sharp instrument 
1 O Mock playfully 
11 Venomous snake 
12 Dead heat 
13 Call off 
21 Nerve-racking 
22 Shade provider 
26 Liking 
28 Call to answer 
charges 
29 Bird with a big · 
beak 
30 Derisive looks 
31 Near the back 
32 East African 
republic 
34 Lower digits 
37 Starchy root 
41 Ballet 
movements 
PEGASUS CONNECTION 
Female apt. avail. beg. summer 
term. 4/4. 3rd fir, great location. 
Util and Int. Incl. W/D, $505/mo. 
Savings:$200 off 1st mo. rent. Call 
407-352-2681 
$.100 Off 1 st Mo Rent. No Fees 
Female for 2/2· @ Pegasus Pointe. 
Move in after April 30. $580 per mo. 
Includes utilities, cable tv, ethernet, w/d,. 
ucf shuttle. Quiet roommate, 
· Call Sarah@ 407-620-7623 
***FREE RENT FOR APRIL*** 
Bd & ba avail for F in Pegasus 
Landing 4/4. Discounted rent, 
$470/mo incl all util, ethernet, w/d, 
shuttle. Great roommates. Lease til 
end ·of July. Call 352-585-3164. 
FREE RENT FOR MAY 
Rm avail in Northgate 4/2. May to mid-
August. $400/mo, fully furnished, incl 
util, w/d, ethernet, and free shuttle. 
Call Renae at 321-271-4081 or 
407-971-9250. 
Pegasus Pointe Room 
Bd & ba avail in 212. $575/mo incl 
all util, ethernet, w/d, and shuttle. 
Pool, basketball, and tennis courts. 
Call Jim @ 407-365-7293 
JUST WHAT U NEED! 
· Sublease from May to August 
$605/m included: Fully Furnished, All 
Utilities, Cable, Ethernet, Reserved 
Parking space. Own bd and ba. 
Get to live w/ one quiet, clean female. 
5 mins from UCF 
Please contact Ty@ 302-383-3170 
ROOM FOR LESS THAN $400 
Mor F needed for "bd & ba in 4/3. Disc. 
rate of $395/mo vs reg $459. Incl all util, 
ethernet, cable, w/d, shuttle. Fully 
furnished. 5 mins to UCF. Avail in May. 
Call 321-230-3065 
Pegasus Pointe avail. May 1st. 
Male needed for 2/2. Fully furnished. 
Gre~t roommate, all incl. $595/mo we 
pay $350 transfer fee and $250 off first 
month rent. Call Ben @407-340-2793 
1st two months free. 
Room for rent for male student at 
Pegasus Landing. No move-in expense. 
$495/mo. all util. incl. Must assume 
existing lease. Call 407-332-0181. 
TIVOLI APTS 1/1 in a 3/3 
$400/mi, m or f, call ASAP . 
Renewable lease for fal l. Cable, high-
speed internet, W/D incl. 
Call Fabian 407-227-5875 
MARCH FREE 
F sublease, 1 BD/1 BA in a 4/4 in 
Northgate. $400/mo all inclusive. 
No move in fees. Avail immediately 
Call Sarah @ 321 -501-1363 
1/1 in 4/4 at Pegasus 
Connection 
Old renewal rate only $425/mo obo! 
All util iricl, 3rd floor, tennis ct view, 
fully furnished. Free shuttle to UCF. 
Beautiful pool. Call Anthony at 
954-461-6939. 
POSTERS 
For Depressed Walls 
www.RightBrainTerrain.com 
LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS? 
TV'S & ELECTRONICS 
including but not limited to video games 
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc. 
·······www.BUYTVSNOW.COM****•••• 
$10! Computers, TVs! 
Police Seized! From $1 O 
For info call 1-800-749-8128 ext M383 
LAPTOP F9R SALE 
Dell lnspiron 8200 .. 2 years old, 
very good condition. Price negotiable. 
Contact Julianne @ 914-960-1708. 
WATERBED FOR SALE! 
5 piece set, $500 OBO, Genuine pine 
wood. For more info: 
Call Tori @407-716-4162 
Bedding Mart Mattresses 
New/Used Starting Prices: 
Twin $70,Full $80,Queen $90,King $100 
Delivery Available! 9909 E. coloni<1I 
corner of colonial and dean . 
407-249-2649 open 7 days 10-6:30 
Sun. 11 -4pm 
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57 European 43 More gusty 
47 Reflects light 
49 Rani's wraps 
53 Zero in tennis 
defense assn. 
58 Family men 
59 Top shot 
· 55 "Das van der 
Erde';-
60 An or a relative? 
61 Ballplayer 
56 Declare frankly 
~FOR SALE: 
~General 
Williams 
FURNITURE SALE 
TABLE/2 CHAIRS, $100-Natural finish. 
Chairs covered w/canvas fabric. TV 
STAND, $100 (OB0)-3w x 26h x 23d. • 
Black w/2 glass doors. QUEEN 
PILLOWTOP 
BED/BOXSPRING/FRAME, $550 (OB0)-
-2 yr old, Beautyrest. Perfect condition. 
PRELIT CHRISTMAS . 
TREE/STAND/SKIRT/ORNAMENTS, 
50.00-7 1/2 x 42. Contact: Loren, 
407-234-9707, lorenewles@hotmail.com 
MUST SELL 1999 ISUZU AMIGO 
New tires, fuel pump, battery, tinted 
windows and viper alarm. $4500 
407-252-4915 
Hondas from $500! 
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs, 
from $500! For info and listings 
800-749-8116 ext V502 
2001 MITSUBISHI MIRAGE 
4-door, black w/ grey interior, power 
windows & locks. Good condition. 
$7000 obo. Avail first week of May, 
For mo're info call 407-758-1961. 
For Sale: Convertible. 1999 Pontiac 
Sunfire, 2 door, white exterior, 5 speed 
transmission, new battery, 50K. 
$6185.00 (407)977-1367, (407)929-5934 
or menards@mailaka.net 
18 inch Chrome Rims and Tires in 
perfect condition. Asking $800 obo. 
Call 863-397-0550 or 407-421 -3790 
WWW.UCFREALESTATE.COIVI 
Dedicated to UCF Students/Families 
Real Estate Needs. Avalon Realty 
Call Eric Voss 407-489-0877 · 
Email: ucfrealtor@yahoo.com rm SERVICES 
MORTGAGE - 1st Time Home Buyers 
100% Financing-No Income Verification. 
Interest Only Option-No/Low Credit Ok 
Refinance/ Home Equity/ Investment Ok 
Call Rosie 407-616-8359 United First 
Tired of not being able to find anything, 
but don't know where to start? I offer free 
consultations to organize your home,. 
office, and all other messy needs! I also 
offer do-it-yourself instructions! So call 
Monica @ 407-313-9415 or e-mail me @ 
Monicabon05@yahoo.com and let me 
help you get on the clean and organized 
path! 
Frustrated? Need Assistance? 
Term Paper Help? 
Call our professionals. With over 20 
years experience meeting 
your research and writing needs. 
Toll Free 1-888-345-8295. 
Test Prep site for social work exam.-
Multiple choice, case study, simulation, 
content material. Free practice exam 
online 2417! 
www.SocialWorkExam.com4 
Jump start your job search here!! 
www.college-resumes.com 
m EVENTS 
$450 Group Fundraiser 
Scheduling Bonus 
4 hours of your group's time PLUS 
our free (yes, free) fundraising 
solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in 
earnings for your group. Call TODAY 
for a $600 bonus when you schedule 
your non-sales fundraiser with 
CampusFundraiser. 
Contact CampusFundraiser, '*" 
(888) 923-3238 or visit ~ 
www.campusfundraiser.com 
Come out and meet author, David 
Williams· at the UCF book store on April 
20th from 12-2pm for a reading and 
signing of his debut release, "My Lover 
My Brothe,r My Daddy's Son". 
Whoa Whoa Whoa Stop 
Hey Emily, it's Pat from the cruise . 
Robbie says hi to you and Shannon. 
Email me at knappattak@aol.com. 
Place your ad in minutes! Call 
us at 407-447-4555 ore-mall your 
ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com 
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